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named Lt Col Purohit and eight other ofﬁcials behind the
incident. He said Pakistan’s request of sharing details of
the investigation of Samjhauta Express rested with the
Indian government.The spokesman conﬁrmed that the visit
of Afghanistan’s Chief Executive Dr Abdullah Abdullah had
been postponed. He said the new dates for the visit earlier
scheduled for May 2-3, would be communicated by the
Afghan government later.He condemned the recent
terrorist attack in Kabul and prayed for the departed
souls.He said Pakistan was also ﬁghting terrorism and
mentioned that the military operation Zarb-e-Azb was
yielding positive results.The spokesman said the decision
for holding on the next meeting of Quadrilateral
Coordination Group (QCG) was in the process and added
that all four members including Pakistan, Afghanistan,
China and the United States, were committed for positive
solution to peace in Afghanistan.About media reports citing
shifting of the summit of the Ministerial Standing
Committee on Science and Technological Cooperation
(COMSTECH) from Islamabad to Kazakhstan’s capital
Astana as a ‘diplomatic blow’ to Pakistan, he said the
holding of summit in rotation was a routine matter.

From Editor’s Desk
Pakistan with its long coastline cannot realise its
economic potential without the active support and help
of a strong navy, said Federal Minister for Planning and
Development while addressing a seminar titled ‘China
Pakistan Economic Corridor & Emerging Maritime
Security Challenges’ at Pakistan Navy War College. He
emphasised on the role of Pakistan Navy in protecting
country’s maritime interests. He highlighted the
importance of CPEC and termed it a game-changer for
the country.
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Lt Zikya Jamali Becomes First Baloch Female
Commissioned Ofﬁcer of Pakistan Navy

Nuclear

Source: Dunya News
27th April 2016

Source: Daily Times
23rd April 2016

KARACHI: Lieutenant Zikya Jamali became the ﬁrst
Baloch female commissioned ofﬁcer in Pakistan Navy, she
started her career in Pak Navy’s educational branch in
2012, reported Dunya News. After completing her basic
training she has been contributing in a Pak Navy-run cadet
college in Ormara.Lieutenant Zikya is Pakistan’s pride and
living example of commitment and courage for the women
of Balochistan as she belongs to district Jaffarabad’s area
Osta Muhammad.Zikya did her Masters in Urdu from
Balochistan University and achieved a gold medal.

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan on Thursday expressed concern
over the latest Indian test of submarine capable of ﬁring
nuclear ballistic missiles, terming it an act to impact the
delicate strategic balance of the region.Foreign Ofﬁce
spokesman Nafees Zakaria in his weekly press brieﬁng said
the launch of India’s nuclear submarine was a ‘serious
development’ and had resulted in nuclearisation of Indian
Ocean.The spokesman termed it a ‘worrisome
development’ for the region and the international
community. He pointed that the submarine launched
ballistic missile test was not notiﬁed to Pakistan. “Any test
of missiles, whether launched on the surface or submerged
platform, can be mistaken by other country as an offensive
missile,” he said.The spokesman said Pakistan believed
that in line with the agreement on the pre-notiﬁcation of
test launch of ballistic missiles, the test should had been
notiﬁed to Pakistan. On Pakistan’s efforts at diplomatic
front following the arrest of Indian spy Kulbhushan Yadev,
the spokesman said Pakistan continued to highlight the
foreign hand involved in subversive activities and ﬁnancing
of terrorism. He said a number of foreign representative
based in Islamabad had also been briefed on the issue. He
recalled that Pakistan had presented dossiers on Indian
involvement to the United Nations and the United States,
and emphasized that the arrest of Yadev had strengthened
Pakistan’s stance.On India’s National Investigative Agency
stating that Lt Col Purohit was not an accused in the
Samjhauta Express tragedy, the spokesman said
mastermind Swami Aseemanand in a public confession had

Senate Body on Defence Delegation Visits Facilities
and Installation of Pak Navy in Karachi
Source: Radio Pakistan
30th April 2016

An eleven-member delegation of Senate Standing
Committee on Defence, headed by Senator Mushahid
Hussain Syed, visited facilities and installation of Pakistan
Navy in Karachi.The delegation visited Fleet Headquarters,
Pakistan Navy Dockyard and other Pakistan Navy
installations.During the visit, a comprehensive brieﬁng was
given to the Committee on the emerging contemporary
challenges in the region and Pakistan Navy's role in
safeguarding the country's maritime interests.Chief of the
Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah was also
present during the brieﬁng. The committee was apprised
on the adversary's massive naval build-up particularly
acquisition of nuclear submarines and aircraft carriers,
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which are a matter of serious concern not only for Pakistan
but also for the regional peace.The Senate Committee was
also briefed on the indigenization programme of Pakistan
Navy.
Call to Give Priority to Sea Intrusion in Sindh,
Balochistan
Source: Pakistan Observer
20th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: The Parliamentary Panel on Planning,
Development and Reforms on Thursday recommended that
sea intrusion into the coastal areas of Sindh and
Balochistan areas should be included in the Vision 2025
programme and also requested the Prime Minister that the
issue should be in the agenda of the next meeting of the
Council of Common Interest (CCI).The Committee met
under the chair of Tahir Hussain Mashhadi. In the meeting
Karim Ahmed Khawaja, Convener of the Sub-committee on
Planning and Development and Reforms (P&DR)
presented his report on TROs in a bid to ﬁnd all possible
solutions and frame recommendations to control erosion of
coastal areas of Sindh and Balochistan due to the sea
situation.The Committee adopted the sub-committee’s
report and recommended that ,the 1991 Water accord
should be implemented upon in letter and spirit to stop sea
intrusion in Sindh from Sir Creek to Karachi. The ministry
of P&DR should ensure that all stockholders, provincial
government of Sindh and Balochistan, Pakistan Navy,
SUPARCO, WAPDA and IRSA, National Institute of
Oceanography (NIO), ministries of Science and technology,
climate change and all other concerned departments and
experts carry out long duration study/joint research to
check and control intrusion in the coastal areas.The
Committee recommended for building of a super highway
from Sir Creek to Karachi in consultation with the Sindh
government, infrastructure including roads constructed to
gain access to the affected areas. People of the areas as well
as those who had migrated other areas should be
rehabilitated back and social and economic support should
be provided to them so that they can return to their normal
life. The Committee said that Pakistan was presently
importing $ 2 billion palm oil and recommended that in
coastal areas cultivation of palm and coconut trees can be
beneﬁcial and also be a source of earning a livelihood for
the people of the areas. Plantation of mangroves to protect
coastal areas, their monitoring through local community
and third party evaluation must also be carried out to
analyze previous plantations.
Incumbent Upon us to Safeguard our Assets: Naval
Chief
Source: The News
27th April 2016

KARACHI: Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Zakaullah here on Tuesday expressed his satisfaction over
adherence to safety culture in the Pakistan Navy.According
to a press release, he was addressing a ceremony held at
the Bahria Auditorium on Pakistan Navy’s Annual Safety
Review for the year 2015.Pakistan Navy Safety Review is an

important forum where safety standards are discussed to
mark the importance of safety culture which in turn
provides a roadmap to further enhance a safe working
environment in the Pakistan Navy. The CNS said that
safety has great afﬁnity with operational readiness and
material preparedness. Hence the success of naval
operations are deeply enshrined in adherence to safety
protocols.Operational readiness of navy requires modern
technology and well trained human resource which were
acquired by spending a considerable chunk of national
exchequer. Therefore, it is incumbent upon us to safeguard
our assets with utmost care, he added.We have to
neutralise and overcome any untoward incident through
our professional acumen foresightedness and training in
the ambit of available resources he said.I once again reemphasize that resources will always be limited we must
make up for these limitations through better training and
enhanced safety consciousness he remarked.
Navy to Plant One Million Mangroves to Protect
Marine Life
Source: Pakistan Observer
30th April 2016

KARACHI—Admiral Zakaullah, Chief of Naval Staff has
disclosed that the length of Pakistan’s coastal line was remeasured at 1003 km in collaboration with SUPARCO. The
Naval Chief was speaking as the chief guest on the occasion
of honouring Veteran Mariners / Annual Dinner 2016 of
Master Mariners Society of Pakistan Chief of Naval Staff
being Chief Patron MMSP, was chief guest at Master
Mariners Society of Pakistan ANNUAL DINNER 2016 and
Life time achievement award to Veteran Mariners at
Maritime Museum Convention Hall Karachi on 26th April,
2016.He said that in order to protect marine life and
marine echology, Pakistan navy is carrying out a mangrove
plantation program under which over 1 million mangrove
would be planted alongside the coastal line. President Capt.
Haleem Siddiqui in his inaugural address deliberated the
role of eminent mariners prior inception and thereafter
1947 to-date.He lauded the role of Master Mariners, who
not only contributed in the establishment of Merchant
Marine in the newly conceived State of Pakistan, but were
called upon by emerging countries viz Singapore, Saudi
Arabia, Malaysia and Sri Lanka to build their ﬂeet and
Ports.This honour was bestowed and today the largest
Shipping Line NOL was established by a Pakistani Master
Mariner. The plight of PMA Cadets was also highlighted
and impressed upon Government to take corrective
measures.Chief of Naval Staff responded to the call of
President to work together for betterment of Maritime
Industry and Fraternity. CNS was also pleased to see
harmony amongst Mariners.
Iran, Pakistan to Stage Joint Naval Drills in Strait
of Hormuz
Source: The Nation
19th April 2016

TEHRAN: Iran and Pakistan are going to hold joint naval
drills in the Persian Gulf waters later on Tuesday.The drills

will be held in cooperation with a Pakistani ﬂotilla of
warships that has been staying in Iran's southern port city
of Bandar Abbas for the past four days, Iranian Navy
Commander Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari. did not
explain on the dimensions of the military exercise but said
that it will be staged in the east of the strategic Strait of
Hormuz in the Persian Gulf.Such joint exercises will
strengthen military relations between the two countries
and let them know about each other's naval capabilities, he
was quoted as saying.The two warships of the Pakistani
navy docked at Iran's Bandar Abbas on Saturday.Pakistan's
embassy inTehran had already described the visit as a sign
of close and brotherly ties between the two Muslim nations
with the message of regional peace and solidarity.

(LOS) has been issued recently and IA/PPA signed it. The
coal handling agreement with PQA/PIBT signed and
sponsors have started construction from the equity. The
land lease cleared, coal supply agreement signed and
procurement is in process.The ﬁnancial close of this project
is expected by April 2016 and construction of spur line up
to power plant.
Gwadar Port will be Operating Fully by End of this
Year, Says Zhang Baozhong
Source: The Nation
23rd April 2016

BEIJING:The expanded and better-equipped port of
Gwadar in Pakistan, which forms an important part of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), will be
operating fully by the end of this year.This assurance was
given by the head of the Chinese company that runs the
strategic facility."The new port's cranes are almost ready
and the water desalination plant is in place," said Zhang
Baozhong, chairman of China Overseas Ports Holding Co,
at a conference in Beijing to promote business
opportunities at the port. He said attached great
importance to early completions of the projects undertaken
under CPEC. This will be another milestone in the
relationship of the two countries, he added.According to a
China Daily’s report, it is projected that the total
investment of the China-Pakistan Economic Zone will
amount to 46 billion dollars. An expressway linking
Kashgar of Xinjiang and Gwadar is under construction and
will be completed in 2017, and a railway between the two
cities is planned.By 2030, the resident population in
Gwadar will have reached 500,000. In the next two or
three decades, the port city will develop new industries
such as petrochemical works, iron and steel manufacturing,
cement and building materials, automobile assembly,
transportation and modern technology. A new airport,
regional expressways, a coal-based power plant, an urban
light-rail transit system, a sport center, and wellestablished schools and hospitals will soon be built.Gwadar
is only 40 minutes’ ﬂight from Dubai. It is not only the key
junction of the “21st Century Silk Road Economic Belt”, but
the vital port of the “Maritime Silk Road”. About 18 million
tons of oil is transferred via the port of Gwadar on a daily
basis.

Govt Set to Shelve Gwadar Coal Project
Source: TheNews
26th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: The government is all set to shelve its
initial plan for installing Gwadar Coal Power Project of 300
megawatt (MW) with estimated cost of $360 million from
the list of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
projects, The News has learnt.Instead of installing Gwadar
Coal Power Project, feasibility study is currently underway
to consider different available options including
installation of imported RLNG-based three plants with
capacity of 100 MW each.“Different options are under
consideration to install power plants at Gwadar for meeting
existing and future requirements in the context of $46
billion CPEC projects,” ofﬁcial sources conﬁrmed while
talking to The News here on Monday.When the feasibility
study is completed, the government will be in position to
take ultimate decision on its plan to shelve coal project and
grant go-ahead for RLNG-based 100 MW project at ﬁrst
phase which will be extended into second and third plants
with the increasing demand in years ahead, added the
sources.Major General (R) Zahir Shah, Project Director
CPEC Secretariat at Planning Commission on Monday, said
that different options were under consideration but the
ﬁnal decision to this effect would be taken by Ministry of
Water and Power and Gawadar Development Authority
(GDA)
with
mutual
consultation
of
all
stakeholders.However, according to ofﬁcial progress report
on CPEC projects related to energy, a copy of which
available with The News, Port Qasim Electric Power
Company executed by Sinohydro and Al-Mirqab Capital,
Qatar, would construct two power projects with 660 MW
each and ﬁrst project would be completed by June 2017
and second 660 MW project would be completed by April
2018.So far civil work on the site has started. The lease
indenture has been signed between Port Qasim Authority
(PQA) and sponsors. The power requirement of 4.5 MW
will be implemented by K-Electric and Sinosure.The
remaining issues that still needs to be resolved related to
Port Qasim Power project are exemption of Sales Tax on
Dredger to be imported for construction of jetty,
registration of lease indenture, water supply, timely power
evacuation and land for ash yard within 10 km radius.The
Sahiwal Power Plant with capacity of 1320 MW will be
executed by Shandong Ruyi Group and Huaneng Shandong
Power Generation Company Limited.The letter of support

Gwadar Port to Open New Vistas of Prosperity:
Khawaja Asif
Source: Daily Pakistan
17th April 2016

SIALKOT: Defence Minister Khawaja Muhammad Asif
has said that government was utilizing all available
resources for improving the means of communication
across the country.Talking to APP at Muslim League House
here on Sunday he said the basic concept to improve means
of communication was to bringing far-off and neglected
areas at equal par with the developed parts of the country.
The linking remote areas with developed areas will bring
revolutionary changes in life style and open new era of
development and prosperity he added.The minister said,
the mega project of China Pakistan Economic Corridor
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(CPEC) would play instrumental role in bringing
revolutionary change and usher of economic stability and
prosperity not only in Pakistan but also in the
region.Khawaja Asif was of the opinion that Gwadar port
will play a dominating role in ensuring drastic economic
stability and overall development of the country. He said
that the development work on Sialkot-Lahore motorway
will be undertaken in near future adding that motorway
project will help in linking remote areas along with its track
and reduced the distance between Sialkot-Lahore.Asif
disclosed that development work on setting up Engineering
Centre of Excellence in Head Marala for providing higher
skilled development education and on a ring road will be
carried out in near future.

Pakistan.
Gwadar is administered by four government agencies,
namely the Gwadar Port Administration, the Gwadar
Development Administration, the District Council led by an
elected Chairman and an administration agency
represented by the Deputy Commissioner. The four bodies
are independent of each other.The Gwadar Port
Administration is afﬁliated with the Port and Shipping
Division of the Pakistan Government, responsible for
planning, construction and management of the local ports.
The Gwadar Development Administration, subordinate to
the Balochistan provincial government, is responsible for
the general planning, land utilization, infrastructure and
environmental supervision of the whole administrative
region, except the Gwadar Port.The chairman of the
District Council, elected by the voters in the Port District, is
in charge of administration of the public affairs and
responsible to the voters. The deputy commissioner,
appointed by the chief executive of the Makran region, is
responsible for solution of disputes and administrative
work in judicial affairs.

Chairman Gwadar Port Trust Terms Project Game
Changer for Pakistan
Source: Radio Pakistan
24th April 2016

Chairman Gwadar Port Trust Dostain Khan Jamaldini
has said Gwadar port would prove to be a game changer for
Pakistan and it would strengthen the international
economy as well.In an interview, he said it would serve as a
gateway and hub for economic and commercial
activities.He said several projects are in the pipeline and by
this year ships would also be started to be anchored in the
port.Dostain Khan said Gwadar seaport has greater room
of expansion and this has the land of ﬁfty kilometer
comprising on the area of seaport.He said Pakistan and
China are engaged in imparting training to the local people
to cater to future needs of this region.He said about ninety
percent people are working in Gwadar port authority and
Gwadar Development Authority.

Gwadar-Chahbhar Port Ferry Service Soon, NA
Body Told
Source: Pakistan Observer
26th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: The National Assembly Standing
Committee on Ports and Shipping met here Monday with
Syed Ghulam Mustafa Shah, MNA, in chair. The Secretary
of Ports and Shipping ministry and Chairman of Pakistan
National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) briefed the
committee that very soon ferry service between Gawadar
Port of Pakistan and Chahbhar Port of Iran will commence.
He said the service will not only cater to zaireean going to
Iran, but it will also prove to be a big boost to the economic
relations between two brotherly countries.In this regard,
advertisement for purchase of ferries has also been given in
daily newspapers. Recently, a Pakistani delegation went to
Iran to sort out the issues related to this project.Both sides
agreed to make every effort to establish the passenger lines
by the private/public sector of the two countries and by
improving port facility for handling ferries and passengers.

China Sees Promising Investment Opportunities in
Gwadar
Source: Pakistan Observer
21st April 2016

ISLAMABAD: Chinese entrepreneurs see promising
investment opportunities in port city of Gwadar for winwin situation. A good number of business circles are
waiting to invest in the under-construction China-Pak free
trade zone in Gwadar, said He Yunsheng in his investigated
report published in China Daily on Wednesday.Analyzing
the business situation in Pakistan, he said for investors and
businessmen, a campaign to invest and develop in a foreign
land requires detailed knowledge of the local political and
economic situations related to investment and business
operations. Here political situation refers to the
relationship among the local government bodies and their
administration patterns,The writer analyzed those points in
a systematic but accessible way for those who desire to
invest in Gwadar. Pakistan, ofﬁcially the Islamic Republic
of Pakistan, is a state governed under a federal system.
However, for historical, cultural and social reasons, the
actual politics of the country are characterized by weak
government, multi-sects and powerful tribes, which is
especially obvious in Gwadar. The city is under the direct
administration of Balochistan Province in southwestern

Gwader Port Shortest way for Tajikistan to Reach
World Markets, says Tajik Ambassador
Source: Dispatch News Desk
20th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: “Without any doubt CPEC and Gwader
Port are shortest and cheapest ways for Tajikistan to reach
world markets and Prime Minister Pakistan Mian Nawaz
Sharif emphasized during his meeting with Tajik President
Emomali Rahmon that Gwadar Port is for everybody in the
region”.This was stated by the Ambassador of Tajikistan in
Islamabad Sherali Saidamir Jononove during an interview.
The Ambassador Sherali Saidamir Jononove added that the
Prime Minister of Pakistan Mian Nawaz Sharif will attend
ground breaking ceremony of CASA-1000 project on May
12, 2016 in Dushanbe and this project will help Pakistan to
overcome its energy crises.
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Responding to a question, he maintained that Tajikistan
would become only country to connect Central Asia with
Pakistan through air ﬂights as Tajikistan will start ﬂight
operations of Lahore-Dushanbe ﬂight from May 6, 2016.
He said tourism is the key to connect people and enhance
understanding among them. He was optimistic that
tourism, trade and social interaction between Pakistan and
Tajikistan will enhance in forthcoming years.

warship construction appear meaningless when we see this
fact that KS&EW can certainly not construct warships
through purely indigenous means. Such constructions rely
massively on foreign suppliers for almost all the
equipment, weapons, sensors, machinery, electronics and
even shipbuilding designs and material.

Shipbuilding Industry Suffers due to Govt’s Lack of
Interest

Source: Pakistan Observer
19th April 2016

Source: Dunya News
30th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: Illegal ﬁshing continues in the pictures que
Rawal Lake in the outskirts of federal capital as the
Fisheries Department struggles to overcome ﬁnancial
crisis. The regular anglers who pay hefty fee for day-long
pass of ﬁshing fail to catch any ﬁsh as those using nets and
electric shock method catch a large number of ﬁsh in front
of their eyes which is sold to the nearby stall holders.Videos
of illegal ﬁshing at the Rawal Lake have been posted on the
social media but the Fisheries department seems to be in a
slumber. An angler, Sardar Latif told that anglers have
been facing tough time at the hands of the illegal hunters
which he said seem to enjoy the blessings of the Fisheries
staff deputed to control illegal ﬁshing activities.He said that
a few months back the Fisheries department was much
more agile and illegal ﬁshing activities were to a great
extent under control.He opined that change of staff at the
lake was also to be blamed for the increased illegal ﬁshing
as they are not trained and have no experience in dealing
with the dare-devil illegal hunters. Visitors at the Rawal
Lake told that people who come for fun and recreation have
to pay a hefty amount of Rs 200 for one-day licence fee but
they can hardly catch any ﬁsh as they are caught in the nets
of illegal ﬁshers. One Mohsin Ali said that mushroom
growth of ﬁsh stalls near the lake was an ample proof of the
illegal activity.Another visitor opined that the Fisheries
Department has on the one hand multiplied the angling fee
and on the other hand has given free hand to illegal hunters
which was great injustice.

Illegal Fishing Continues at Rawal Lake

Shipbuilding is an attractive industry. Shipyards create
quality jobs and support economic growth. Shipyard
activities include ship construction, repair, conversion, and
alteration. They also include the production of
prefabricated ship and barge sections, and other
specialized services.Karachi Shipyard and Engineering
Works Ltd is the only high tech shipyard in Pakistan.
KS&EW primarily sustained through government subsidies
and orders from the Pakistan Navy. Government of
Pakistan’s lack of interest in this sector makes the situation
worse. In 2014, government decided to set up two new
shipyards at Gwadar and Port Qasim, with investments
from Japanese and Korean ﬁrms on build, operate and
transfer (BOT) basis. But since then, the only good news
was given by Rana Tanveer Hussain, Minister for Defense
Production, on 6 October 2015 that summary of Gwadar
shipyard is waiting for Prime Minister’s approval. Not yet
approved. It takes ﬁve years for a shipyard to be completed.
In 2015, China and Pakistan signed an agreement of 6
Maritime Patrol Vessels (MPV) for the Pakistan Maritime
Security Agency. According to the agreement, construction
of ships will be undertaken at Karachi Shipyards &
Engineering Works (KS&EW) or builder’s shipyard, as
commercially viable.This year, steel cutting of ﬁrst MPV
was held at GouangzhouWenchong Shipyard on
29thJanuary. Due to high cost production, KS&EW lost the
construction of 4 ships. Just because of Transfer of
Technology agreement this year KS&EW will construct only
2 ships out of 6. According to the planning commission
(PCI), unit price of each 600T MPV is USD 22.5 million at
KS&EW which is $ 4.5 Million more than builder’s
shipyard. KS&EW has to be competitive, either in terms of
production costs or in terms of technological
sophistication. Government should answer why KS&EW
lost 4 ships and reasons of high cost. Cost of production in
Pakistan is low but government’s mismanagement and
poor governance is making it high.
Pakistan shipbuilding industry needs more shipyards.
Its importance becomes more when under-construction
ship lift and transfer system at KS&EW was stalled due to
ﬁling of case in High Court and Supreme Court by the
unsuccessful bidder. After receipt of Supreme Court verdict
in KS&EW favour, the project progress has recommenced
and the contract for civil works has been awarded on 10
January, 2014.Government should take shipbuilding sector
seriously. It’s not just about signing some contracts and
building few vessels under transfer of technology.
Government’s claims to have achieved self-sufﬁciency in

CPEC First Phase to be Ready by 2018
Source: Dawn
17th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: Minister for Planning and Development
Ahsan Iqbal said on Saturday that the ﬁrst phase of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would be completed
by 2018.The production of 10,000MW of energy under
CPEC would help overcome the energy crisis as well as
upgrade the existing road network of the country especially
western route through construction of missing links.In a
statement on CPEC, Mr Ahsan said that the road network
will provide a safest and shortest passage of cargo from
Gwadar Port to upcountry for their onward movement to
China’s western provinces.The minister said both the
countries were in constant touch through forums under the
CPEC framework and were moving ahead smoothly and
promptly to complete CPEC projects. He said that both
sides realised the importance of CPEC for their own
interests and for the beneﬁt of the entire region to integrate
it economically for social and economic uplift of three
billion people.
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FDI up 15pc on CPEC Inﬂows in July-March

installation of an LNG terminal would not threaten the
ecology of Gwadar.Speaking at a public hearing arranged
by the Balochistan Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
over installation of the proposed terminal in Gwadar, he
said that energy problem of the country would be resolved
with the installation of the terminal.Secretary Environment
Dr Shoaib Ahmed Gola, Chairman District Council Babu
Gulab and district president of BNP-Mengal Khuda-i-Dad
also took part in the deliberations.Mr Babat and the
secretary environment informed the participants of the
hearing that the terminal would be set up in Sur-Bandan
area of Gwadar district which would be hooked up with
ships loaded with LNG.“The proposed terminal would not
be detrimental to the ecology of Gwadar,” Dr Shoaib
said.The proposed LNG terminal, according to the
minister, would help create ample job opportunities for the
people of the coastal town.‘‘Every house would get a gas
connection,” he said, adding that commercial connections
would also be available to Gwadar after completion of the
project.

Source: The News
19th April 2016

KARACHI: Foreign direct investment (FDI) into the
country has registered 15 percent growth during the ﬁrst
nine months of the current ﬁscal year, owing to the inﬂows
for projects under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).According to data released by the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP) on Monday, the country received $975.4
million as FDI during July-March 2015/16 as compared
with $832.2 million in the corresponding period of the last
ﬁscal year.The FDI from China grew by 167 percent to $516
million during the period under review as compared with
$193.3 million in the corresponding period of the last ﬁscal
year.China has launched $46 billion worth infrastructure
development plan in Pakistan. The government has
estimated $2.1 billion FDI disbursement from China in
2015/16, and power and construction sectors have been
estimated as the prime recipients.A day earlier, Ahsan
Iqbal, Federal Minister Planning Development and
Reform, said the ﬁrst phase of the CPEC would be
completed by the year 2018. The minister said the
production of 10,000 megawatts of energy under the CPEC
would help overcome the energy crisis by 2018 as well as
upgrade the existing road network of the country.
The SBP in its second quarterly FY 2015/16 review on
Pakistan Economy expected more FDI in power and
infrastructure from China.The data of foreign investment
showed that inﬂows from China offset the fall of inﬂows
from other countries. “The fragile global economy and
growing turbulence in ﬁnancial markets led to stagnation
in FDI inﬂows to Pakistan,” the SBP said. “However,
investments from other countries will take some time to
pick up, as: global economic growth is expected to remain
subdued; and low oil prices will keep oil-related FDI on the
sidelines,” the SBP added.The total foreign investment into
the country, including private and public, however,
registered decline of 69.7 percent to inﬂows of $567.2
million during the ﬁrst nine months of the current ﬁscal
year as compared with $1.87 billion in the corresponding
period of last year.The foreign private investment posted
33.4 percent in which FDI growth offset the massive
decline in portfolio investment.The portfolio investment in
the equity markets came down sharply by ﬁve times to
outﬂow of $346.3 million as compared with inﬂows of $86
million.Analysts at the equity market attributed the fall in
portfolio investment to deteriorated oil prices in the
international markets. They said that foreign investors
were either shifting their investments in other scrips or
withdrawing.Foreign public investment registered decline
of 104.6 percent to outﬂow of $44 million as compared
with $954.5 million.

CPEC to make Pakistan Major Hub of Economic
Activity,says Mamnoon
Source: The News
28th April 2016

ISLAMABAD: President Mamnoon Hussain has said the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor would usher in an era
of development of the country and urged the nation to fully
support the project.Addressing the seventh convocation of
the Virtual University here on Wednesday, the president
said CPEC would make Pakistan a major hub of economic
activity in the region.
He said several projects of power generation and
motorways would be completed under the umbrella of
CPEC, adding that rest of the country would be linked up
with the corridor.He said the materialisation of CPEC
would require technical expertise and called upon the
students to opt for relevant subjects including information
technology, banking and commerce so as to be available as
the personnel required for the project.He said the National
Action Plan was being implemented and elimination of
extremists had resulted in revival of economy in the
country.He mentioned that there was a signiﬁcant
improvement in the economic indicators.He stressed the
need for working honestly and with dedication to make the
country a true realisation of the vision of Allama Iqbal and
Quaid-i-Azam. He asked the youth to shun despondency
and focus their energies in contributing to country’s bright
future.He said corruption had eroded the system of society
and emphasised on discouraging the corrupt elements.
He congratulated the degree-holders and said the
students owed to their parents and teachers for their
success. He urged them to never forget their elders and
always be respectful to them. Higher Education
Commission Chairman Mukhtar Ahmed and Virtual
University’s Rector Dr Naveed Malik were also present in
the convocation.

LNG Terminal not to Ruin Environment of
Gwadar,says Minister
Source: Dawn
21st April 2016

GWADAR: Balochistan Minister for Environment and
Forest, Obaidullah Babat said on Wednesday that
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CPEC:The way Forward

parallel to the Karakoram Highway and connecting
Havelian to Khunjrab Pass, is technically weak. The
Karakorum area is prone to natural disasters like
landslides and earthquakes; at such times, both lines of
communication with China (rail and road) will be blocked.
For that reason, we need to look for an alternative. The
best alternative – for which a feasibility report is already
prepared but has been dumped somewhere – is a railway
line connecting Gilgit with Shangla and Dargai via
Shandor.This line should be made part of the project and
completed on a priority basis. It will also help connect the
fruit market of Chitral and Swat with the world.

Source: The News
29th April 2016

Financially, Pakistan is a weak federation with very few
friends and numerous enemies. To undo our historical
follies and develop the neglected parts of the country, we
have a golden opportunity in the form of the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The project has the
potential to be a game changer. Unfortunately, the political
leadership and the planners of the project have made it
controversial; the CPEC has now become a bone of
contention among the provinces.On a recent visit to
Balochistan, especially Gwadar, to get ﬁrst-hand
information and views regarding the CPEC, I met with all
the stakeholders of the region: the military, political
representatives, government ofﬁcials, party heads,
conservative religious right, progressive youth and the
common people. On the positive side, they all supported
the spirit of the project. However, like the people of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and Gilgit-Baltistan, they had some serious
and genuine reservations about the project on technical
grounds.These objections can be addressed and consensus
on the project is possible. However, what is required is
unity and sagacity on the part of the leadership, to avoid
vested interests and parochialism. I gave some workable
suggestions during my speech in a seminar organised by
the government of Balochistan in Gwadar. Some of what I
said is as follows:
 First, the Joint Coordination Committee (JCC) – the
decision-making body of the CPEC – is a highly
undemocratic setup. China (a centralised government) has
given representation to Xinjiang, an autonomous region,
in the committee. But our federal and democratic
government is reluctant to allow representation to the
provinces. Giving proper representation to the four
provinces, Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Kashmir will create a
sense of ownership of the project. It will also be helpful in
resolving differences.
 Second, the lack of transparency in the project leads to a
trust deﬁcit and controversy. To ensure transparency, all
agreements, the MoUs of the project and the minutes of
meetings of the JCC should be brought before the
parliamentary committees.
 Third, the genuine concerns of the people of Gwadar
should be addressed. Their fear of being relegated to a
minority status must be addressed through legislation.
 Fourth, the people of Gwadar lack basic health facilities,
education and clean water. If the Lahore Orange Line can
be part of the CPEC, why not the provision of basic
facilities for the people of Gwadar? Giving a special grant
to Gwadar would have a great healing affect.
 Fifth, the western four-lane road, which has been
named the ‘Western Alignment’, is in fact not part of the
CPEC project.
 Sixth, the eastern portion of the project already has the
GT Road and a single-track railway line (ML-I). Work on
the motorway under the CPEC has been started, while
construction of a double track railway line is in the
feasibility stage; both are part of the short-term projects of
the CPEC.
 Seventh, the Khunjerab Railway line, running

FPCCI Urges Transparency in CPEC Projects
Source: The News
20th April 2016

KARACHI: The Executive Committee of Federation of
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) has
demanded transparency and clarity on China – Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) projects to avoid controversy, a
statement said on Tuesday.The Third Executive Committee
Meeting (ordinary) and Extra Ordinary General Body
Meetings of FPCCI were held a day earlier chaired by
national chamber’s president Abdul Rauf Alam.The
committee discussed the CPEC and it was informed that
CPEC
would
bring
economic
revolution
in
Pakistan.President FPCCI Rauf Alam informed that in
various meetings with concerned quarters he urged that
government should ﬁrst protect the interest of local
industry on CPEC project.The house demanded that
transparency, clarity and synchronization on CPEC must be
maintained to avoid controversial issues and develop
national consensus on CPEC.The house was informed that
FPCCI will organize a national level Seminar on CPEC in
collaboration with the Planning Commission of Pakistan
for creating awareness about its importance where the
business community will be invited to participate.The
committee discussed budget proposals of FPCCI for the
forthcoming budget 2016-17 which was complied on the
basis of recommendation received from its member trade
bodies across Pakistan i.e all Chambers and trade
associations.The FPCCI members demanded that the
proposals should be given due consideration by the
government for incorporation in the forthcoming
budget.While discussing the export potential of Halal Food
in Pakistan the President FPCCI informed the house that
out of the size of global Halal market of $2.8 trillion where
the Pakistan share is only 0.5 percent despite of the fact
that Pakistan being a Muslim country has a wide capacity
of Halal food and products.Rauf Alam emphasized that
Halal industry is globally fast emerging business, attracting
two billion people both Muslims and non Muslims.He said
that Pakistan has a great potential to get a big share in the
global Halal market. We are completely Halal production
base country and we have direct access to consumers in
Central Asia, Middle East and Europe, he added.He
informed that FPCCI will soon sign an MOU with Punjab
Halal Food Agency for the promotion of halal sector.While
discussing the bilateral trade and economic relations with
Iran in the wake of lifting of sanctions, he informed that
FPCCI would also play an instrumental role to boost our
trade relations with Iran.
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Ports & Shipping
Contracts Continue to Flow for Middle East vessels

Container Shippers to form Asia-Focused Ocean
Alliance

Source: Offshore Support Journal
21st April 2016

Source: Reuters
22nd April 2016

Boskalis will use a large cutter suction dredger for
trenching of a new gas pipeline in Abu Dhabi Offshore
contractors and vessel owners are securing contracts for
operations in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Qatar and
Saudi Arabia. State-run energy companies in these
countries continue to invest in offshore infrastructure
despite last year’s slump in oil prices.Investment in subsea
infrastructure was highlighted recently by the
announcement of contract awards for engineering
contractors and vessel owners. Royal Boskalis Westminster
announced a contract at the end of March from the
National Petroleum Construction Co (NPCC) to support a
gas pipeline project in the UAE. This is for dredging and
related work for Abu Dhabi National Oil Co (Adnoc).
Boskalis commenced work on dredging a trench for the
offshore gas pipeline in the ﬁrst quarter of this year. The
new pipeline will run for at least 50km between Das Island
and Ras Al Qila onshore Abu Dhabi. A medium-sized
trailing suction hopper dredger and a large cutter suction
dredger will be deployed as well as backhoe dredgers for
dredging in shallow water. Boskalis is also contracted to
backﬁll the new pipeline once it is installed and the
backﬁlling of an existing offshore pipeline with sand over a
total distance of 34km using a trailing suction hopper
dredger. This pipeline is located in the vicinity of the new
line. The contract will be carried out in phases and
completed in the second half of 2017.McDermott
International also won a contract recently for work in the
UAE. The US-based contractor said it had secured work
including
engineering,
procurement,
fabrication,
transportation and installation of offshore pipelines.
McDermott vice president for the Middle East Linh Austin
said this would be a fast-track project managed out of the
UAE. “This fast-track project was ideally suited to our
integrated capabilities involving our engineering, project
management and procurement teams based in Dubai as
well as our marine assets in the region,” he added.ADMAOPCO has also awarded a contract to engineering group
Penspen to manage improvement projects on Das Island,
which is the oil and gas processing, storage and exporting
terminals for the Umm Shaif and Zakum ﬁelds. The work
includes replacement and upgrading of pipeline networks
and creating an oil spill response hub for the island and
associated offshore production facilities.PACC Offshore
Services Holdings (POSH) has gained long-term charters
totalling US$85 million for ﬁve vessels operating in the
Middle East. The main element of these contracts involves
chartering of four new utility vessels to Saudi Aramco.
These vessels will be chartered for ﬁve years to perform
offshore maintenance work on production facilities in the
Arabian Gulf.The charters will commence progressively
from the ﬁrst quarter of 2017, with the ﬁrst three vessels
due to be delivered over the ﬁrst half of 2017.

China COSCO Shipping and France's CMA CGM sought
to reinforce their growing global scale in the container line
market on Wednesday in a partnership that targets savings
on crucial Asia routes during a severe shipping downturn.
Set to be larger in capacity than a rival grouping of Maersk
Line Mediterranean Shipping Co, their "Ocean Alliance"
will bring together COSCO Container Lines, CMA CGM,
Taiwan's Evergreen Line 2603.TW and Hong Kong-based
Orient Overseas Container Line.An industry shake-up had
been expected after the creation of China COSCO Shipping
through a state-led merger and following CMA CGM's deal
to acquire Singapore's Neptune Orient Lines "All of us had
the same wish to create a new alliance after our current
alliances expired," COSCO Container Lines' deputy
managing director, Zhu Jiandong, told reporters in
Shanghai.Container shipping has seen alliances develop as
the industry struggles to recover from a slump in freight
rates linked to a glut of ships and slowing Chinese
economic growth. Such alliances involve lines sharing
certain vessels and routes."I can see a lot of changes among
the shipping alliances as liner companies regroup and
position themselves, but at the same time regulators will be
watching closely," said John Lu, chairman of the Singapore
National Shippers' Council.Set to begin in April 2017
following regulatory approval, the Ocean Alliance will run
for ﬁve years and involve a ﬂeet of 350 container ships with
an estimated capacity of 3.5 million twenty-foot equivalent
units (TEU), he said. This would make the new partnership
bigger in capacity than Maersk Line and MSC's rival 10year vessel sharing agreement which has a ﬂeet of 185 ships
and capacity of 2.1 million TEU.
Three Infrastructure Trends Shaping the Future of
LNG
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
22nd April 2016

As early adopters of LNG as a fuel in North America
seek to optimize costs and reinforce their positions as
environmental stewards, recent economic ﬂuctuations and
infrastructure trends are shaping the expansion of this
emerging market. Read how three recent infrastructure
trends will impact the ongoing development of LNG
projects and inﬂuence future adoption rates.
3 LNG Infrastructure Trends
1. LNG Bunkering Projects Proceed Despite
Economic Slowdown
Despite the recent economic downturn, early adopters
have proceeded with LNG bunkering project commitments.
While declining oil prices may have reduced LNG’s
economic advantage over traditional fuel, LNG remains an
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attractive marine fuel option. Early adopters beneﬁt from
the ability to meet heightened emission standards in
Emission Control Areas (ECAs) without paying a premium
for traditionally more expensive fuels such as low-sulfur
marine gas oil (MGO) or marine diesel oil
(MDO).Operators continue to engage our expertise for risk
assessment and hazard analyses related to LNG bunkering,
including proving the feasibility and increasing the safety
of simultaneous operations (SIMOPs)—a crucial aspect of
the economic viability of LNG as a marine fuel. We
anticipate that the industry is not far from witnessing its
ﬁrst SIMOPs trials.

feared the port would be turned into an industrial hub with
health and environmental risks.Demetriades told the
Sunday Mail that Total has agreed to move to Limassol
port, and that the contract with the company that is to
provide services to the energy giant is to be signed in July.
Aegean Shipping Orders Four Aframaxes
Source: World Maritime News
25th April 2016

Greece’s Aegean Shipping Management has placed an
order for four Aframax tankers at Chinese shipbuilder
COSCO (Zhoushan), according to Asiasis.The 113,000 dwt
oil tankersare said to beslated for delivery in 2018.Details
on the price of the ships were not disclosed, however the
deal reportedly includes options for four more ships.The
ships are to join the company’s so-called Green Fleet of
four medium range eco-friendly product tankers that were
delivered in 2014 from Daesun Shipbuilding in South
Korea.

2. Inland Fueling Infrastructure Expands
A new infrastructure project along the Ohio River aims to
provide LNG from the Marcellus Shale as a fuel source for
river trafﬁc. This marks the ﬁrst inland maritime fueling
project in the United States.Waterway suitability
assessments are an essential element of these projects. ABS
Group has conducted these assessments for rivers in areas
including Louisiana, Oregon and Maine to meet the
growing demand for LNG as fuel for ships.Among key
factors driving adoption is the need to reduce sulfur
emissions to comply with ECA regulations. The use of LNG
on vessels reduces emissions on busy waterways like the
Ohio River.

Maersk Keen on taking Ports on Lease in India:
Julian Michael Bevis
Source: Livemint
26th April 2016

3. FSRU Technology Accelerates Emergence of
New Markets

Julian Michael Bevis of Maersk Line India says he is
positive about the shipping and port sector in India
Shipping company AP Moller-Maersk is keen on taking
Indian ports on lease, but is waiting for a clear picture from
the government of India. In an interview, Julian Michael
Bevis, senior director, group relations, South Asia, Maersk
Line India Pvt. Ltd, said he is very positive about the
shipping and port sector, especially with the present
government. Policies like Sagarmala will create a lot of
opportunities, Bevis said. Edited excerpts:

Analysts predict that over the next 15 years, 60% of global
LNG demand will come from recent and emerging LNG
markets. With less capital and time required for
investment, FRSUs are helping to drive the emergence of
these new geographic markets.Until recently, “more than
one-third of global gas reserves [were] stranded by their
location or ﬁeld size without commercially viable access to
world markets,” explained Tor-IvarGuttulsrod, Director of
FLNG at ABS, the parent organization of ABS Group, in
an Offshore Magazine article. Now, operators in emerging
markets can take advantage of the quicker project
timelines, smaller facility footprints and reduced overall
cost associated with FSRU and FLNG technology compared
to land-based terminals.

Is it the Right Time to Invest in India?
Certainly it is the right time, as evident from the fact
that the economy is growing at 7.5% and this size is
enormous. It is supported by statements from the
government that makes India an extremely interesting
place. But it is not that it is without any challenges. The
minister has been very explicit about it and he is being
honest, which is extremely positive. There are connectivity
and access issues along with legislative issues. So, one has
to tread with some care. But in all of that, I think we will
ﬁnd some opportunities with the right commercial and
regulatory circumstances and that will be the projects we
will be very interested in.

Limassol port contracts to be signed
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
23rd April 2016

The contracts with the company providing services to
French energy giant TOTAL, scheduled to drill for gas later
this year, will be signed in July, Transport Minister Marios
Demetriades said on Saturday.According to Demetriades,
at the moment there is a tender competition for companies
to provide services to TOTAL, which has agreed to relocate
from Larnaca to Limassol port.The government has been
trying to convince the hydrocarbon companies, interested
in drilling for natural gas off Cyprus, ENI, Noble and Total,
to relocate to Limassol, after the Larnaca municipal council
decided in February not to extend the stay of MedServ, the
company providing support services to ENI and
TOTAL.The operation was opposed by residents who

What are your Investment Plans?
Our general view of the marketplace is very positive.
Maersk group through its terminal and infrastructure
business has already invested $800 million in less than 10
years in India and we ﬁrst got into the port at NhavaSheva
in 2004-05. There are policies like Sagarmala in place,
which means there will be a number of opportunities.
However, exactly when and where those opportunities will
emerge is quite difﬁcult to tell. But we are a group that is
very keen to invest and to grow. We invested $1 billion in
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acquiring a group of 11 ports based out of Spain. I mean
they don’t have a footprint in India but that is illustrative of
our appetite for growth. We have just announced an $800
million investment in Tangier. So, the point I’m making is
that we are prepared to invest when we see the right
opportunity in this part of the world. We are very keen to
do something like Tangier over here.

range of port marine services including tugs and pilotage at
the port.Both concessions will be awarded to a joint
venture between DP World and G.A.P. Vassilopoulos Public
Limited, a logistics and services company, listed on the
Cyprus Stock Exchange.Under the agreements, DP World
will hold 75 percent of the share capital of each joint
venture, as well as the management rights.A transition
phase will follow during which the current Cyprus Port
Authority will continue to operate the port while DP World
and P&O Maritime Services undertake required activities
for a smooth transition.

Excessively high Chartering Fees pose Threat to
Hanjin Shipping, Hyundai Merchant Marine
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
26th April 2016

Shipping: The Business of an Industry

The fate of South Korea’s two largest container carriers Hanjin Shipping Co. and Hyundai Merchant Marine Co. –
that are sailing through rough waters hinges on whether
they are able to strike a deal with ship owners to bring
down chartering payments that are known to be ﬁve times
higher than the current market rate. Unless the two debtridden shipping companies reduce their spending on
chartering fees, it would be difﬁcult for the debt-ridden
companies to put business back in order.In the shipping
industry, chartering is an activity in which container
carriers rent vessels from ship owners for either short term
or long term to engage in freight shipping business. Of the
151 vessels the country’s largest carrier Hanjin Shipping
has for operations, 91 ships are chartered ones while 85 of
125 vessels for Hyundai Merchant Marine.An unnamed
ofﬁcial from the shipping industry said that a majority of
the vessels operated by Hanjin Shipping and Hyundai
Merchant Marine have been chartered for long-term since
mid-to-late 2000 when the global shipping industry was in
its heyday, leading them to rent at high rates. Under the
contracts, each company pays astronomical chartering
costs of up to 2 trillion won ($1.7 billion) every year.As of
2015, Hanjin Shipping has spent 1.01 trillion won on
chartering payment while 1.9 trillion won for Hyundai
Merchant Marine. Both companies’ charter costs are
excessively high considering that Hanjin Shipping’s sales
during that year were 7.7 trillion won and 5.8 trillion won
for Hyundai Merchant Marine. Industry observers note
that their high charter costs are blamed for the huge losses
they have been logging over the past several years.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
27th April 2016

The shipping industry is a collection of thousands of
businesses operating around the world carrying a huge
variety of cargoes across the oceans and in the seas and
rivers that separate the land masses where populations
live.Raw materials and commodities of all types are
shipped efﬁciently from the source countries to consumers
that manufacture ﬁnished goods, which in turn are shipped
to other consumers.Energy products such as oil and gas
and the chemicals they produce are shipped to consumers
who cannot exist without them. Food products are also
moved across oceans today and many form a fundamental
part of the consumers’ daily diets.Up until the middle of
the 20th century these shipping services were provided by
large Liner companies and certain smaller companies
serving speciﬁc trades mainly in the dry cargo markets.
They were mostly located in the developed countries of
Europe, Asia and the USA and certain ﬂeets were directly
owned by energy suppliers.Greece and its nationals were a
rising factor following the transfer of a large number of
WW2 ships from the USA and have grown today to have
the largest ﬂeets of independent owners, most of whom are
private companies.The creation of containerization, started
by Malcom Maclean, changed the whole shipping picture as
the large liner companies failed to respond to this
fundamental change and the de-colonisation of the UK’s
and other European countries changed the trading patterns
of world trade.These factors, combined with the acceptance
of Flags of Convenience, now called Open Registries,
opened the door to Independent owners who could be
located anywhere and trade anywhere, thus creating a new
competitive environment. Today there are thousands of
shipping companies, mostly private, operating globally
except in certain cabotage trades such as the US Jones
Act.The second-half of the 20th Century also saw the
enormous growth of the ship-building industry in Asia.
Japan, Korea and China, which is today where some 90% of
all cargo ships over 1000 dwt are built.Crewing has also
been revolutionized away from the old developed countries,
and crews can now be found in the Philippines, India,
China, the former Soviet countries of Eastern Europe and
elsewhere, and serve with no restrictions on Open
Registered ships.Thus entering the 21st Century we had a
huge industry serving proﬁtably the growing interests of
world trade, with very few companies trading in the public
capital markets.If there is any weakness to this revolution it
is the failure of the Open Registries to have any form of

DP World, P&O Maritime to Operate Limassol Port
Source: World Maritime News
26th April 2016

The Limassol port privatization process has reached
another milestone as the Government of the Republic of
Cyprus signed contracts with the new operators of the
port’s multipurpose terminal and port marine
services.Namely, DP World and the government entered
into two separate concession agreements for the
commercialisation of activities within the port.DP World
Limassol has been awarded a 25-year concession for the
exclusive right to operate the multipurpose terminal, whose
activities include break-bulk, general cargo, ro-ro and the
operation of the passenger terminal, whileP&O Maritime
Cyprus, a wholly-owned subsidiary of DP World Limited,
has been awarded a 15-year concession to provide a full
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licensing, with required evidence of operating competence,
experience and ﬁnancial viability, of the owners who
register their ships there.
Suez Canal Underground Tunnels Digging to start
in June

shipbuilders faced one of their most turbulent years. The
top three shipbuilders here racked up a combined loss of
7.7 trillion won (US$6.73 billion) last year while they failed
to clench any new signiﬁcant orders amid what many have
called a worldwide slump prompted by low global oil
prices.

Source: State Information Services Egypt
28th April 2016

Liberia remains Number One Open Register for
Greek Shipowners

The actual dredging of underground tunnels at the Suez
Canal will start in early June 2016 and to be completed in
18 months, Chairman of the Armed Forces Engineering
Authority Kamel el Wazzir said. While inspecting the
project site on Monday 25/4/2016, Wazzir said a large
dredger has already been installed at the location and ﬁnal
technical preparations are being completed.The authority
has been assigned with carrying out 1,600 projects,
including 200 mega national ones, by President Abdel
Fattah El Sisi since he assumed power, Wazzir said, adding
that 50% of the projects have been completed.Among the
most important national projects is the Suez Canal
underground tunnels, he said, adding that the used dredger
is German-made and was brought from one of the largest
international German companies.The dredger was
exclusively manufactured for the Egyptian tunnels with
special speciﬁcations and diameters (inner diameter 11.4
meters and external 12.6 meters). At present, 94 welders
are working at the site but 94 more are needed, he said,
calling on Egyptian youths to apply for the job even those
who have no previous experience as they will be trained
beforehand. Four giant dredgers will dig four large tunnels
under the Suez Canal at the same time, he added

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
16th April 2016

The relationship between Greek shipowners and the
Liberian Registry dates back almost seventy years. Today, it
is stronger than ever, as conﬁrmed by ﬁgures recently
released by the Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee
(GSCC).The GSCC ﬁgures show that Liberia has cemented
its position as the undisputed leading open registry of
choice for Greek shipowners. In the year to end-March
2016, the gross tonnage of Greek-controlled ships in the
Liberian Registry increased by 995,781 gt. Liberia, with 744
vessels aggregating 54.74m dwt, is second only to Greece
itself in terms of the number of Greek-owned ships ﬂying
its ﬂag, and comfortably ahead of the Marshall Islands in
third place. Eighteen per cent of Greek-controlled ships are
registered under the Liberian ﬂag, again second only to
Greece (20 per cent).Michalis Pantazopoulos, Senior VicePresident of the Liberian International Ship & Corporate
Registry (Hellas) SA in Piraeus, says, “It is gratifying to see,
once again, that the world’s most innovative shipping
register is the number one choice of open ﬂag for
shipowners from the world’s leading shipping nation. The
Greek shipping community continues to demonstrate great
loyalty to the Liberian Registry, which in turn continues to
respond by providing the innovative service and
guaranteed quality and safety which owners demand.

S. Korean Shipbuilders in Trouble, but still in
Global Top Ranks
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
28th April 2016

Multipurpose Shipping to Pull through by End of
2017

South Korean shipyards may be in big trouble, but they
still lead the global market in terms of order backlog,
industry data showed Wednesday, possibly suggesting their
guaranteed survival at least for a few years to
come.According to the data from global research ﬁrm
Clarkson Research Services, the country’s three largest
shipbuilders – Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Co., Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., and Samsung Heavy
Industries Co. – are also ranked as the world’s three largest
in terms of order backlog.As of end-March, local industry
leader Daewoo had orders for 118 ships, totaling 7.82
million compensated gross tons (CTG) to be ﬁlled, by far
the world’s largest order backlog, the data showed.An order
backlog refers to orders, or ships in this case, that need to
be ﬁlled in the future.No. 2 Hyundai Heavy had an order
backlog of 95 ships or 4.5 million CGT, followed by
Samsung Heavy Industries with 81 ship orders worth 4.39
million CGT.They were also followed by South Korean
shipyard Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries Co., which had
an order backlog of 84 ships weighing 3.41 million CGT as
of the end of last month. China’s Shanghai Waigaoqiao
Shipbuilding Co. is ranked as the world’s ﬁfth-largest
shipbuilder in terms of order backlog.In 2015, local

Source: World Maritime News
18th April 2016

The multipurpose shipping market is not expected to
recover until the end of 2017, when more bulk demand is
anticipated for the Handy vessels and therefore more
breakbulk cargoes for multipurpose vessels, according to
the latest report from shipping consultancy Drewry.The
last 12 months have been dreadful for the multipurpose
vessel (MPV) market with rates at rock bottom and
competition for cargo from every angle.The demand for
multipurpose shipping registered a drop of almost 3% in
2015 as global demand for dry cargo slowed considerably
while competition for it increased, Drewry said. The market
ﬁnished 2015 on its knees with earnings less than half the
operating costs for the vessels, whilst the container lines
were offering rates at close to zero just to hang on to
market share.Going forward, dry cargo growth is set to
improve in 2017 and beyond but the return to growth for
the MPV market share will be almost entirely dependent on
the competing sectors.Drewry is conﬁdent that both
breakbulk and project cargo demand are showing signs
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that, in the medium term at least, volumes will return to
growth trends.

Terms of Chabahar Port Agreement Hammered
Out

Mandatory
Electronic
Data
International Shipping Adopted

Source: World Maritime News
19th April 2016

Exchange

for

India, Afghanistan and Iran have ﬁnalized the text of
the Trilateral Agreement on Transport and Transit
Corridors, known as the Chabahar Agreement, at the
recently held meeting in New Delhi.The agreement is to
pave way for India to access Afghanistan via the Iranian
port of Chabahar, by passing Pakistan, which has limited
trade relationship with New Delhi amid diplomatic
tensions.“When the agreement comes into force it will
signiﬁcantly enhance utilization of Chabahar Port,
contribute to economic growth of Afghanistan, and
facilitate better regional connectivity, including between
India and connections to Afghanistan and Central Asia. The
agreement will be a strategic bulwark for greater ﬂow of
people and goods among the three countries as well as in
the region,”India’s Ministry of External Affairs said.The
ﬁnalization of the terms of the agreement come on the back
of the lifting of sanctions against Iran which were a major
impediment for the trio to move forward with the project
dating back to 2013.
In 2015Government of India assigned USD 100 million
for upgrading the port of Chabahar in Iran, the ﬁnal
objective being trade boost with Afghanistan and other
Central Asian countries. This was followed by an approval
of a USD 150 million credit facility in February to support
the development the port.The investment underlies
development of a multiple-use cargo jetty and two
container terminals that would decrease transport costs of
Indian goods by around 30 % when compared to the
country’s other waterways.The Port of Chabahar is the only
Iranian port with direct access to the ocean. It is located in
south eastern Iran and has access to both the Oman sea
and the Persian (Arabian) Gulf.The agreement is expected
to be signed later this year during a visit by Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to Iran.

Source: IMO
19th April 2016

A new standard relating to the obligation of public
authorities to establish systems for the electronic exchange
of information is among important changes in the revised
Annex to the Facilitation Convention, which is expected to
enter into force on 1 January 2018.Mandatory
requirements for the electronic exchange of information on
cargo, crew and passengers have been adopted by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), as part of a
revised and modernized annex to the Convention on
Facilitation of International Maritime Trafﬁc (FAL), which
aims to harmonize procedures for ship’s arrival, stay and
departure from port.The new standard relating to the
obligation of public authorities to establish systems for the
electronic exchange of information, within a period of three
years after the adoption of the amendments, is among
important changes in the revised Annex, which is expected
to enter into force on 1 January 2018, under the tacit
acceptance procedure.There will be a transitional period of
12 months from the date of the introduction of such
systems to make electronic transmission mandatory,
during which period paper and electronic documents
would be allowed.
Headwinds for the Shipping Industry
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
19th April 2016

Come June and one thing that will turn expensive is
transportation of goods into the country via the sea. Budget
2016 has brought inbound ocean freight under the service
tax net.Earlier, inward transportation of goods by an
aircraft or vessel from a place outside India up to the
customs station of clearance was part of the negative list of
services; that is, it was exempt from service tax. Budget
2016 removed it from the negative list.As a consequence,
service tax will be payable on inbound ocean freight, albeit
on 30 per cent of the value and the service provider may
avail credit of input service.It is important to note that
inbound airfreight, though excluded in the negative list of
services, will continue to be exempt from the levy. The
Budget amendment also clariﬁes that the service tax paid
on inward ocean freight should not be part of the
transaction value on which customs duty has been paid by
an importer. The levy will be applicable from June 1,
2016.Collectively, these changes will have a signiﬁcant
impact on importers and shipping lines. Compliance to this
change will require the taxpayer to think through the
interplay of Place of Provision Rules, terms of freight
contract, determining the value of the freight component in
cases of bundled services being rendered by the freight
forwarder wherein break-up of freight is not reﬂected
separately.

Iran Struggles to ﬁnd Enough Ships For Oil
Exports
Source: Reuters
20th April 2016

Iran faces a struggle to increase oil exports because
many of its tankers are tied up storing crude, some are not
seaworthy, and foreign ship owners remain reluctant to
carry its cargoes.Tehran is seeking to make up for lost trade
to Europe following the lifting of EU sanctions imposed in
2011 and 2012, which deprived it of a market that
accounted for over a third of its exports and left it relying
completely on Asian buyers.Iran has 55-60 oil tankers in its
ﬂeet, a senior Iranian government ofﬁcial told Reuters. He
declined to say how many were being used to store unsold
cargoes, but industry sources said 25-27 tankers were
parked in sea lanes close to terminals including Assaluyeh
and Kharg Island for this purpose.Asked how many tankers
were not seaworthy and needed to go to dry docks for reﬁts
to meet international shipping standards, the senior ofﬁcial
said: "Around 20 large tankers ... need to be modernized."
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Maritime Security
to the National Sea Based Deterrent Fund, which would be
used to buy the new Ohio Replacement Program ballistic
missile submarine. According to Forbes’ ofﬁce, the
subcommittee authorized $2.3 billion more than the
President’s budget request—and even accounting for
inﬂation—which would be the most amount of money
allocated to shipbuilding since President Ronald Reagan
was in ofﬁce.

U.S. to give Philippines Eye in Sky to track South
China Sea Activity
Source: Reuters
21st April 2016

United States will transfer an observation blimp to the
Philippines to help it track maritime activity and guard its
borders amid rising tensions in the South China Sea, a U.S.
diplomat said on Monday. Philip Goldberg, U.S.
ambassador to the Philippines, said Washington would give
Manila, its oldest Asia-Paciﬁc security ally, $42 million
worth of sensors, radar and communications
equipment."We will add to its capability to put sensors on
ships and put an aerostat blimp in the air to see into the
maritime space," Goldberg said in an interview with CNN
Philippines,The blimp is a balloon-borne radar to collect
information and detect movements in the South China Sea,
a Philippine military ofﬁcial said China claims almost the
entire South China Sea, believed to have huge deposits of
oil and gas. Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and
Vietnam also have claims to parts of the waters, through
which about $5 trillion in trade is shipped every year.U.S.
Defense Secretary Ash Carter visited the Philippines last
week to reafﬁrm Washington's "ironclad" commitment to
defend Manila under a 1951 security treaty. China has been
expanding its presence on its seven artiﬁcial islands in the
Spratly archipelago and on Monday landed a military plane
for the ﬁrst time on one of them, Fiery Cross Reef.It comes
ahead of a planned U.S. freedom of navigation patrol this
month near the Spratlys. Carter's visit also signals the start
of U.S. military deployment in the Philippines, with 75
soldiers to be rotated in and out of an air base north of
Manila.

Indonesian Ports Halt Coal
Philippines amid Piracy Fears

Shipments

to

Source: World Maritime News
22nd April 2016

Indonesia is restricting shipping of coal to its
neighboring Philippines following a rise in hijackings of its
ships by Filipino pirate groups linked to Islamist
extremists.The ports of Banjarmasin and Tarakan in
Indonesia’s Kalimantan have stopped approving shipping
permits to the Philippines, Reuters reports, citing a
government ofﬁcial, amid fears of more attacks and
kidnappings.The measure might be adopted by other ports
and it is yet not clear how will the Philippines’ coal needs
be affected by the decision as Indonesia supplies 70 percent
of the country’s coal import needs.
U.S. says China's intentions in South China Sea
raise tension and questions
Source: Reuters
23rd April 2016

A top U.S. ofﬁcial on Thursday said China's land
reclamation and militarisation in the disputed South China
Sea was raising tensions and serious questions about its
intention. On a visit to Vietnam, U.S. Deputy Secretary of
State Antony Blinken said Washington would continue to
play a constructive role in supporting its regional allies but
was not looking to set up bases for its troops."United States
and Vietnam are sharing interest in maintaining peace and
stability in the region, so is China," Blinken said in a speech
at a Hanoi university."But its massive land reclamation
projects in the South China Sea and the increasing
militarisation of these outposts fuels regional tension and
raises serious questions about China's intention," Blinken
said.Blinken also called on China, and all nations, to
respect an upcoming decision by an international
arbitration court in a case brought by the Philippines that
could dent China's claim to nine-tenths of the South China
Sea.Similar comments by Hugo Swire, British minister of
state responsible for East Asia, angered China earlier this
week. Beijing claims virtually all of the South China Sea
and rejects the court's authority in the case, which
numerous experts believe will go in favour of the
Philippines, potentially raising tensions in the strategic
waterway."The United States will defend our national
interests and support our allies and partners in the region,"
said Blinken."We are not looking for bases but we will

U.S. Navy to receive Largest Shipbuilding Budget
Since President Reagan?
Source : National Interest.org
22nd April 2016

If the House Armed Services Committee’s Seapower&
Projection Forces subcommittee gets its way, the Navy will
ramp up its shipbuilding in the ﬁscal year 2017 budget. It
will also get a new carrier sooner than planned. The
subcommittee is boosting funding to the Navy because of a
resurgent Russia and increasingly aggressive China. “The
last eight years have shown that bowing down to bullies or
ignoring them does not make them go away,” Rep. Randy
Forbes (R-VA) said. “We need to make sure that when we
have men and women from this country who are willing to
stand up to them, that they have the resources they need to
win that ﬁght. Among those resources are the ships and
planes necessary to win and come home safely.”The
subcommittee—which is chaired by Forbes—authorized a
total shipbuilding budget of $20.6 billion. Of that total,
$19.9 billion would go into shipbuilding and conversion
(SCN) funding while an additional $773 million would go
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continue to sail, to ﬂy, to operate anywhere that
international law allows."More than $5 trillion of world
trade is shipped through the South China Sea every year.
Apart from China's territorial claims there, Brunei,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam have rival
claim

frameworks and inadequate naval, coast guard, and
maritime law enforcement.A comprehensive, regional
approach would help reduce the loss of national revenue,
support socioeconomic development, and expand
environmental protection in the region, she concluded.
Royal Navy to Lead Piracy Mission

France wins
Contract

$40

Bln

Australian

Submarine
Source: Forces.tv
16th April 2016

Source: Reuters
27th April 2016

The Royal Navy has taken command of the mission to
disrupt and deter terrorists, pirates and smugglers across a
huge area. Combined Task Force 150 is an element of the
Combined Maritime Forces - a multinational naval
partnership that operates across more than 3 million
square miles of international waters. The route across the
Indian Ocean towards the Horn of Africa and the Red Sea
is one particular problem area. The navies of several
countries are involved - including the UK, US, Canada and
Saudi Arabia. The lead role was previously held by the
Australian Navy, but in a special ceremony in Bahrain,
Commodore Guy Robinson assumed command. He said "I
am hugely grateful for all the hard work done by our
Australian and Canadian predecessors and look forward to
building on the strong foundations that have already been
laid.

Australia has awarded the A$50 billion ($40 billion)
contract to build the country's new ﬂeet of submarines to
French naval contractor DCNS, sources said on Tuesday,
dealing a major blow to Japan's nascent defence export
industry. Australia's Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull will
ofﬁcially announce on Tuesday the winner of the contract
to build the country's 12 new submarines, but two sources
familiar with the process told Reuters that France has
secured the contract ahead of Japanese and German
bidders. Another source at the French naval contractor said
he was "quietly conﬁdent" of success ahead of the
announcement by Turnbull. Australia is ramping up
defence spending, seeking to protect its strategic and trade
interests in the Asia-Paciﬁc as the United States and its
allies grapple with China's rising power.Local media
reports suggested last week that Japan's Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries and Kawasaki Heavy Industries the previous
frontrunners for the contract, had dropped out of
contention, leaving France's state-controlled naval
contractor DCNS and Germany's ThyssenKrupp AG to
battle it out. Beyond the contract price tag, one of the most
lucrative global defence deals going, Australia's decision on
the submarines has political implications both at home and
abroad Industry watchers had anticipated a decision to
come later in the year, but Australian Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull's recent gamble on a July 2 election has
sped up the process. The contract will likely have an impact
on thousands of jobs in the shipbuilding industry in South
Australia state.

India Tests N-Capable Missile from Arihant
Submarine
Source : NDTV
16th April 2016

Arihant, the lead ship of India's Arihant-class of
nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines, has been
designed based on the Russian Akula-1 class submarines.
Nuclear capable ballistic missile K-4 was test-ﬁred from
nuclear submarine ARIHANT, both of which have been
indigenously developed, ofﬁcials said on Wednesday.
According to sources, the test was conducted on March 31
from ARIHANT in the Bay of Bengal.

Piracy and Maritime Crime Costing Nigeria USD
1.5 Bln a Month

Pakistan Briefs Arab And ASEAN Envoys on Arrest
of Indian 'Spy'

Source: World Maritime News
27thApril 2016

Source: The Express Tribune
16th April 2016

Nigeria is losing about USD 1.5 billion a month due to
piracy, armed robbery at sea, smuggling, and fuel supply
fraud as piracy and armed robbery in the Gulf of Guinea
increase at an alarming rate, the UN Security Council was
told at a debate on Monday.
Since the start of the year at least 32 attacks off the
coast of Nigeria were recorded,affecting many member
states, including the United States,Ambassador Michele J.
Sison, a U.S. Deputy Representative to the United Nations
said while speaking at an open debate on Peace
Consolidation in West Africa titled“Piracy and Armed
Robbery at Sea in the Gulf of Guinea.” According to Sison,
the root causes of piracy in the region are ineffective
governance structures, weak rule of law, precarious legal

In a bid to continue its work against Indian spy agency
RAW’S involvement in Pakistan, the Foreign Ofﬁce briefed
on Friday the envoys of Arab countries and ASEAN
member states on the arrest of ofﬁcer, Kulbhushan Yadav,
and his subsequent confession about Indian sponsored
subversive activities and terrorist ﬁnancing to destabilise
the country.“During the brieﬁng of foreign diplomats at the
ministry of foreign affairs it was emphasised that in order
to achieve regional peace and stability, it was imperative
that Indian immediately stops its interference in Pakistan
and resolves all contentious issues, including Kashmir
dispute, through the process of sustained dialogue,” a
statement issued by the FO said.
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Asia Recovers from Slump as Oil Rebounds

Vassilis Logothetis, “the latest estimate by the
International Monetary Fund in April projects a modest
3.2% global growth for this year, 0.2% down from the
January projection and just 0.1% higher that the estimated
global growth for 2015. Once again the biggest part of this
year’s world growth will come from the emerging
economies, although they are not expected to grow at a
much faster pace than they did in the year before with the
economic slowdown in China and the weak growth both in
oil and non-oil commodity exporters having their effect on
the ﬁnal projection estimates. Moreover, the presence of
several additional risks like further incidents of ﬁnancial
turbulence or a larger than anticipated adverse effect of
lower oil prices on oil exporting countries and various
other geopolitical risks including a possible Brexit, increase
uncertainty over future economic developments and may
lead to the realization of even weaker growth scenarios
before the world economy picks up at a projected 3.5%
growth in 2017”, said Mr.Logothetis.

Source: China Business News
21st April 2016

On Tuesday, Asian stocks rebounded with Nikkei taking
the lead. Strong ﬁnish at the Wall Street coupled with
overnight recovered oil prices created positive sentiments
in the region. Oil Prices Overnight, the oil prices recovered
after plunging about 5%, followed by the Doha meeting on
Sunday. Oil suppliers gathered in the city to discuss
production cut to tackle the ongoing supply glut in the
market. However, the meeting ended up without any
consensus as Saudi Arabia wanted Iran on board to be a
part of the production cut plan. Iran, on the contrary, did
not just attend the meeting, but also said that it intended to
increase production at 4 million barrels per day. The failure
of the deal initially weighed down oil prices, but a reversal
came after a report surfaced that Kuwait oil production has
been badly affected by worker’s strike in the country.
According to Reuters, Kuwait’s production has declined to
1.1 million barrels per day from 3 million, reﬂecting a 60%
drop. Energy play was higher today in the Asian region as
oil prices crawled back. West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
futures were at $40.20, 1.06% higher while globally-traded
Brent was up 0.93% to $43.31 as of 2:29 AM EDT. Japan
Nikkei 225 paired yesterday’s losses and added 598 points
to ﬁnish 3.68% higher. The Japanese benchmark started
off strong and held the ground to lead the region as it was
supported by industrial and consumer discretionary
sectors. Among energy shares, Inpex Corp stock traded
2.66% higher while Japan Petroleum Exploration Co., Ltd
was up 1.78% as energy sub-index jumped 3.11%.
Exporters’ shares rallied today stimulated by weaker yen.
The dollar-yen pair was trading at 109.419 as of 6:49 AM
GMT. Sony Corp stock rallied 6.49%, while Honda Motor
Co Ltd and Toyota Motor Corp shares surged 4.46% and
3.90%, respectively. Strong ﬁnish at the US stock markets
also boosted traders’ conﬁdence in Asia.

Baltic sea freight index falls for ﬁrst time in over a
month
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st April 2016

The Baltic Exchange’s main sea freight index tracking
rates for ships carrying dry bulk commodities fell on
Wednesday for the ﬁrst time in slightly over a month,
primarily hurt by lower capesizerates.The overall index,
which factors in rates for capesize, panamax, supramax and
handysize shipping vessels, slipped 2 points, or 0.3 percent
to 669 points.The capesize index, which has gained more
than ﬁve times over the past month, fell 43 points, or about
4 percent to 1,022 points.Average daily earnings for
capesizes, which typically transport 150,000-tonne cargoes
such as iron ore and coal, dropped $279 to $7,745.The
panamax index inched up a point to 747 points.Average
daily earnings for panamaxes, which usually carry coal or
grain cargoes of about 60,000 to 70,000 tonnes, rose $1 to
$5,948 on Wednesday.Among smaller vessels, the
supramax index rose 9 points to 543 points, and the
handysize index was up 8 points at 342 points.

Dry Bulk Shipping Recovery will have to wait until
2017 says Shipbroker
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st April 2016

Iran Determined to Regain Oil Market Share, Can
handle Low Price

The dry bulk market has been steadily rising from its
own “ashes” over the course of the past couple of months.
However, things will need to keep improving steadily until
the end of the year, in order for the market’s prospects to
brighten up, starting from 2017 onwards, provided, of
course, global trade growth remains at today’s level, despite
the apparent weakness. According to its latest weekly
report, shipbroker Intermodal noted that as we leave the
ﬁrst quarter behind, evidence suggests that there are
increasing chances that 2016 won’t be a better than 2015
year from a macroeconomic point of view, with projections
for global growth once again being revised
downwards.According to Intermodal’s Research Analyst,

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st April 2016

Iran is determined to recover its share of the world oil
market following the lifting of sanctions, and can withstand
low prices since it has sold oil for as little as $6 a barrel in
the past, a source close to Iranian oil policy said.The source
was speaking after Russia, one of the participants at last
weekend’s meeting of oil producing nations which failed to
deliver an agreement to freeze output, indicated it could
raise supply.“We paid for our barrels with our centrifuges,”
the source said, referring to Iran’s acceptance of curbs on
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its nuclear program in order for Western sanctions on
Tehran to be lifted.“We are going to get our share back. For
us, oil is only 12 percent of our GDP. We used to sell oil in
the war (between Iran and Iraq in the 1980s) at $6 a
barrel.”He added any agreement to restrain supply at the
next OPEC meeting in June depended on Saudi Arabia and
non-member Russia.“If June is going to produce an
agreement, you have to ask Saudi Arabia and Russia. They
are the problem.”

Recommendation:
The pricing of LPG Shipping stocks like Avance Gas,
Aurora and BW LPG have dropped to P/BV 0.5, 0.6 & 0.7.
New building prices are not going to move much
downwards from its USD 70m price which means there will
be no more new buildings ordered until the listed stocks
are priced closer to P/BV 1.0. The core of the bull case is
recovery in value.
The 12m target price is a balanced view of the upside from
being acquired at a premium to the share price in a
consolidation to the downside of being in a soft LPG
shipping market that is likely to disappoint investors in
comparison to last year.
 12 month TP for Avance Gas is NOK 65 with a HOLD
recommendation.
 12 month TP for BW LPG is NOK 55 with a HOLD
recommendation.
 12 month TP for Aurora LPG is NOK 50 with a
HOLD recommendation.

COSCOCS to Reveal New Carrier Alliance
Source: World Maritime News
21st April 2016

The newly-created shipping major China COSCO
Shipping Corporation (COSCOCS), created from a merger
between China Ocean Shipping and China Shipping Group,
is set to announce members of its new container shipping
alliance.The announcement is expected to be made today
by China Shipping Cosco Group in Shanghai, the Wall
Street Journal reports citing sources close to the
matter.The driving factor behind the proposed new
allianceis to challenge the 2M’s dominance in the East –
West trades and to distance the new setup from weaker
partners within the current alliances, which could be facing
ﬁnancial distress, Alphaliner believes.

Dry Bulk Rates may be on the Rise, but Commodity
Demand still Lags Behind
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
23rd April 2016

The news from the dry bulk market are positive for a
change, as the market rides on a seasonal improvement,
that has helped lift rates considerably higher over the past
week. In its latest note, shipbroker Allied Shipbroking
noted that “in the past week alone, the BID has increased
by a further 17.8% week-on-week. More impressively, the
Capesize Index Time Charter Average has gained during
the same period 39%. This rally currently undertaken does
not have everyone convinced that the market has reached a
newly found balance, while many voice concerns in regards
to the state the market will take during the summer
months”. According to Allied’s Head of Market Research &
Asset Valuations, Mr. George Lazaridis, “after the failure
this past week in the Doha talks amongst the main oil
producers, the shift in sentiment was swift, sweeping
across all commodities and not just oil. This comes after a
series of price rallies that had been noted early last week,
with even iron ore and coal managing to peak at favourable
levels. It looks as though prices at least on the metals front
will be able to hold ﬁrm for a little while longer, though the
blow taken in from oil will surely play a role. This however
is not the most worrying part, with both the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) having published recently a downward revision on
their global trade and economic growth outlooks. The
reasoning behind this has mainly been driven by increased
political uncertainty which has been acutely sited by both,
though neither note forecasts that would be considered
horrible by any extent nor in danger of falling back into a
recession”.Lazaridis added that “in actual ﬁgures the WTO
has set a forecast of 2.8 percent annual growth in world
trade for 2016, down from its previous forecast of 3.9
percent. This ﬁgure is based on their estimate for global
economic growth of 2.4 percent for 2016. In comparison
the IMF has set a more optimistic view in regards to global
GDP growth, with their estimate touching the 3.2

LPG Shipping from the US to Asia highly Sensitive
to Oil Price
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
22nd April 2016

In our ﬁrst thematic energy shipping report we
concluded that the price of oil could drop from USD 80 per
barrel to USD 50 per barrel and LPG Shipping would still
do well because propane could be shipped from the US to
the Far East and still be competitive according to arbitrage
calculations. This still holds as US Shale Oil has shown its
resilience to lower oil prices. Even where we are currently
at USD 45 per barrel the theoretical arbitrage freight rate
USD 45,000 provides scope for high proﬁt as long as the
market is not oversupplied by vessels. Where we have been
with oil prices below USD 30 per barrel is where LPG
Shipping freight rates are today below USD 20,000 per
day. There is thus both high sensitivity to oil price for a
normal situation and at times like last year substantial
deviations that can last for a full year with rates of USD
70,000 that in theory should have been half that level.
Too Many Ships and Too Few Shipments
LPG vessel capacity is set to grow by more than 30%
from the today’s level by mid-2017 which exceeds the
growth of the expected US propane exports measured in
ton-miles by up to 20%p according to the EIA. While
higher share of the US exports heading to Far East rather
than South America implies some upside to this, we would
not rule out the VLGC utilization dropping to around 80%
which means that freight revenues are most likely to be low
next year unless deviations to the arbitrage model strikes
again.
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percentage mark (though even they made a downward
revision from their previous forecast of 3.5 percent).

impact tankers by reducing tonmiles while crude futures
markets in backwardation (since the crude rally would be
driven by a disruption, rather than a demand surge) would
simultaneously keep ﬂoating storage from coming to the
rescue. Having failed to observe the same upside as their
crude counterparts since 2014, product tankers have been
subject to slightly less downside since the start of the year.
Fleet growth concerns remain an issue for the segment, but
are more evident for LR1 tankers than for LR2s and MRs.
Combined Panamax/LR1 ﬂeet growth is projected to jump
to 4% this year (from less than 1% during 2015) and
accelerate to 5% during 2017. MR ﬂeet growth is set to drop
to a three year low of 6% this year (from 8% last year) and
decelerate during 2017 to decade low of 2%. Thus, instead
of structural risks, we note that uncertainty over the
unwinding of high product inventories and the impact
thereof on anticipated longhaul trade ﬂows have seen
shorter term 1year product tanker TCs fall by 12% since the
start of the year while the fall for ﬁve year periods has been
much lower at just under 5%”, said CR Weber.

Singapore likely to Implement Mass Flow Meters
for Marine Gas oil Deliveries in 2017: MPA
Source: Platts
25th April 2016

The implementation of mass ﬂow meters to be used for
marine gasoil deliveries in Singapore “could come as early
as in 2017,” said Capt M Segar, assistant chief executive of
operations of the Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore. Speaking at the IBIA gala dinner in Singapore,
Segar said in his opening remarks that the “MPA will work
towards implementing MFM for marine gasoil deliveries.
This could come as early as 2017.”The possible
implementation of the use of mass ﬂow meters for MGO
deliveries in 2017 would come shortly after the ﬁrm
mandate that mass ﬂow meters will be used to measure all
marine fuel deliveries in the port from January 1, 2017,
MPA announced previously.To date, Singapore has 73
bunker tankers approved for mass ﬂow meter delivery of
marine fuel and “we are seeing close to 1 million mt of
bunkers being delivered via MPA-approved mass ﬂow
meters every month,” Segar said.Mass ﬂow meters measure
the ﬂow rate in the pipe, gauging the quantity as well as the
mass and density of the bunker fuel passing through.The
more traditional method which was widely used earlier was
the sounding tape method, which relies on a quantity
reading from the barge fuel tank of the receiving vessel
taken prior to transfer.Mass ﬂow meters are said to
improve operational tolerance and shaves around three
hours off a bunkering operation that can typically take up
to eight hours, said trade sources.

VLCC
Meanwhile, in the crude tanker market this week,
“VLCC demand turned slower again this week following
last week’s surprisingly long list of ﬁxtures in the Middle
East market, where charterers covered more remaining
April cargoes than expected. This week, a pause between
the April program and a concerted progression into May
Middle East cargoes saw few regional cargoes available
with just 14 ﬁxtures reported for the week, representing a
42% weekly drop.
Saudis open new phase in Asia oil market turf war
with China spot sale
Source: Reuters
28th April 2016

Crude Tankers Rates Edging Downwards due to
Souring Forward Sentiment

Saudi Arabia's sale of a spot crude cargo to an
independent Chinese reﬁner marks a new phase in the turf
war for dominance over Asia's oil market and sends a
strong message to its rivals Russia and Iran: the ﬁght for
market share is on.State-owned Saudi Aramco, the world's
biggest oil exporter, this month sold 730,000 barrels of
crude for June-loading to Chinese reﬁnery Shandong
Chambroad Petrochemicals, one of about 20 independent
reﬁneries nicknamed "teapots." This is Aramco's ﬁrst spot
sale to a teapot.Aramco typically sells its crude through
contracts of one year or longer, and under an Ofﬁcial
Selling Price (OSP), rather than in spot trades.While it has
occasionally sold spot cargoes, for instance to European
and Indian reﬁners, this is the ﬁrst time it sold on a spot
basis to a non-state Chinese reﬁner, demonstrating new
sales nimbleness."The Saudis are essentially showing more
ﬂexibility in order to tap into that market as it ﬁghts for
market share. It points to a more creative and less rigid
marketing strategy," said Virendra Chauhan, analyst at
Energy Aspects in Singapore.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
26th April 2016

Tanker rates appear to be facing downward pressure
these days, as a number of factors have raised assumed
earnings downside risks for both crude and product
tankers, pushing TC rates off of multiple year highs
observed during 2015. In its latest weekly report,
shipbroker Charles R. Weber noted that “the development
has been most pronounced for crude tankers, for which an
index of short and medium- term TC rates has dropped by
15% since the start of the year. Perhaps because it is one of
the more certain of forward variables, ﬂeet growth remains
an evident consideration by participants. We note that
combined VLCC and Suezmax ﬂeet is set to conclude 2016
with the loftiest net growth in four years at 6% (up from 3%
during 2015) – and is projected to grow by a further 5%
during 2017”.
According to CR Weber, “on the demand side, crude supply
growth and a wide geographic distribution of trades should
remain supportive. However, sustained low oil prices raise
the potential for both geopolitical and economic crude
supply disruptions. In a low forward earnings case, a crude
price rally accompanying any supply disruption would

World Bank raises 2016 Oil Price Forecast
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
28th April 2016

World Bank raised its forecast for crude oil prices in
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2016 to 41 U.S. dollars per barrel, saying that the
oversupply in markets is expected to recede.In its latest
Commodity Markets Outlook report, the Washingtonbased global lender raised its forecast for crude oil prices
this year to 41 dollars per barrel from its January’s forecast
of 37 dollars per barrel. The upgrade reﬂected the
improving market sentiment and a weakening dollar, and
the World Bank also expected the oversupply will become
eased.“We expect slightly higher prices for energy
commodities over the course of the year as markets
rebalance after a period of oversupply,” said John Baffes,
lead author of the report. “Still, energy prices could fall
further if OPEC (the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries) increases production signiﬁcantly
and non-OPEC production does not fall as fast as
expected.”Oil prices recovered from a low of 25 dollars per
barrel in mid-January to 40 dollars per barrel in April
following production disruptions in Iraq and Nigeria and a
decline in non-OPEC production, especially the shale oil
production in the U.S.Despite the prices upgrade, the
World Bank expected the oil prices will remain lower than
last year’s. Energy prices, including oil, natural gas and
coal, are expected to fall 19.3 percent this year from the
previous year, said the World Bank. The forecasted decline
was much smaller than its January’s forecast of a 24.7percent fall.Persistently elevated supplies and weak growth
prospects in emerging market and developing economies
are the major reasons that keep the energy prices lower
than last year’s, said the World Bank.The World Bank
revised down its forecast for agriculture prices, as it expects
2016 will be another favorable harvest year for most grain
and oilseed commodities. It expected agriculture prices to
fall 4 percent this year.
Metal prices are projected to decline 8.2 percent this year,
less than its January’s forecast of 10.2 percent decline. The
upgrade reﬂected the expectations of stronger demand
growth from China, said the World Bank. Enditem

increasing capacity could result in an industry losses of $6
billion.”Copenhagen-based Maersk Line, the global market
leader with a market share around 15 percent and part of
Danish shipping and oil group A.P. Moller-Maersk,
reported in February a loss of $182 million for the fourth
quarter. It was the ﬁrst time since the ﬁrst quarter of 2012
it reported a negative quarterly result.The Danish shipping
company controls around one ﬁfth of all transported
containers from Asia to Europe.
Iran: No more free Oil Shipping for India
Source: World Maritime News
18th April 2016

Iran and India have reached an agreement on
terminating free shipping of Iranian crude oil to India
which was in place for three years during the sanctions
against Tehran.Iran decided to ship its oil for free on board
its tanker ﬂeet in 2013 as international companies were
reluctant to do so following imposing of sanctions in order
to maintain its exports.Now that the sanctions have been
lifted, Iran wants to be reimbursed for the outstanding
debts, with the payments being made in Euros instead of
Indian rupees, Mehr news agency reports.The deal has
been reached during Indian Oil Minister, Dharmendra
Pradhan’s recent visit to Iran which included bilateral talks
on oil purchase, development of Farzad-B gas ﬁeld and
investment in petrochemical projects, the National Oil
Company of Iran (NIOC) said.According to Iran’s Oil
Minister Bijan Zangeneh, two more banking channels will
be opened to handle the transactions, paving way for Iran
to be paid USD 6.5 billion that India owes to the Persian
Gulf nation.The debt is expected to be paid in installments.
As for the future shipments, Iran has offered a 50%
discount for transportation of oil.
Grand Oil Bargain is Victim of Saudi Arabia's Iran
Fixation

Container Shipping Faces tough 2016 as Rates
Plunge 78 pct

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
19th April 2016

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
18th April 2016

In the end, the outcome of Sunday’s summit of 16 oil
ministers at Qatar’s Sheraton hotel turned on one country
that wasn’t there.Iran’s decision, on the eve of the meeting,
not to attend signaled things wouldn’t go well. When
ministers assembled the next day, Saudi Arabia stunned
some of them by insisting every OPEC member, including
Iran, must subscribe to the deal to freeze oil production.
Scheduled to end with an early afternoon press conference,
proceedings dragged into the evening.When the meeting
ﬁnally broke up without a deal just after 9 p.m. local time,
it fell to the host minister, Qatar’s Mohammed Al Sada, to
announce the result at a press conference for the dozens of
reporters who’d ﬂown in to cover the talks.“The inclusion
of all OPEC members would deﬁnitely help in reaching an
agreement,” he said, promising more consultation before
the group’s June meeting.The freeze deal, mooted in
February as the ﬁrst coordinated action between OPEC and
non-OPEC producers for 15 years, had fallen victim to
tensions between Saudi Arabia and its main regional rival
Iran, a relationship soured by proxy conﬂicts from Syria to

Shipping freight rates for transporting containers from
ports in Asia to Northern Europe have plummeted 78
percent this year, after posting another drop this week, a
source with access to data from the Shanghai Containerized
Freight Index told Reuters.Rates fell 6.9 percent to $271
per 20-foot container (TEU) in the week ended on Friday,
the person said, down from $1232 at the beginning of the
year.It was the second consecutive week of falling freight
rates on the world’s busiest route and current level is
widely seen as a loss-making level for container shipping
companies that transport everything from ﬂat-screen TVs
to sportswear from Asia to Northern Europe.In the week to
Friday, container freight rates fell 6.6 percent from Asia to
ports in the Mediterranean, dropped 9.3 percent to ports
on the U.S. West Coast and were down 4.8 percent to ports
on the U.S. East Coast.Drewry Maritime Equity Research
wrote in note last week that “container shipping is staring
at a terrible 2016 with a structural slowdown in global
trade volumes, historical low freight rates and ever
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Yemen.

-er carriers operating in the U.S. trades, and it wasn’t just
because of record low freight rates. In the aftermath of the
West Coast labor debacle — and all the cross-border
diversions, air cargo routing and alternative sourcing
remedies that came with it — ocean carrier results for 2015
were mixed, with 19 of the JOC Top 40 ship lines moving
goods in the U.S. trades posting volume declines.
Separately, 21 of the JOC Top 40 U.S. export container
carriers and 15 of the JOC Top 40 U.S. import container
carriers posted declines in volume.So what happened?
Here are four takeaways the data on the following pages tell
us about the carrier shakeout in 2015.

Taken Control
Mohammed bin Salman, the young Saudi deputy crown
prince who’s taken control of economic policy in the
world’s top oil producer, had publicly warned twice that no
deal was possible without Iran’s participation. In turn, Iran
insisted on its right to boost crude production to the level it
pumped before it became subject to international
sanctions.Iran had no intention of voluntarily sanctioning
itself, the nation’s deputy oil minister said on Saturday.The
government in Tehran had decided there was no point in
turning up to Doha on Friday after Qatari ofﬁcials
contacted Iran to say only countries intending to sign up to
the freeze should attend, according to a person with direct
knowledge of the deliberations. Unable to meet those
terms, Iran took that as a withdrawal of Qatar’s invitation
and decided to stay away.Still, ministers gathered on
Saturday evening in a positive mood. There was no
indication Saudi Arabia had any problems with a draft text
committing attendees to keep production at January levels,
according to one of the participants. Russian Energy
Minister Alexander Novak, who’d spoken to his Saudi
counterpart by phone earlier in the week, told reporters he
was “optimistic” about a deal.

Q: What’s the Bottom Line on Containerized Trade
in 2015?
U.S. ports handled 31.9 million 20-foot-equivalent units
— 19.9 million, or 62.4 percent, in imports and 12 million
in exports, according to PIERS, a sister product of The
Journal of Commerce within IHS. Overall U.S.
containerized trade in 2015 inched up 0.8 percent yearover-year, as exports fell 3.8 percent and imports gained
3.8 percent.
Q: Who were the Volume Leaders?
Carriers on the JOC’s Top 40 Container Carriers
rankings in 2015 carried 99.4 percent of all U.S.
containerized trade, with the Top 5 lines accounting for
42.4 percent. Mediterranean Shipping Co. led the Top 5
carriers, with an 11.8 percent market share, followed by
Maersk Line with 8.6 percent.

Meeting Delayed
The trouble started on Sunday morning.Saudi Arabia’s
Ali Al-Naimi, an octogenarian who’s been in the post for
more than 20 years, insisted the draft agreement must
include language that made the deal dependent on Iran’s
eventual participation, participants said. The start of the
meeting was delayed several hours while ofﬁcials sought to
agree the text.“Discussions are at a very high level between
the Saudis, Russians and Gulf countries,” over Iran’s
output, Wilson Pastor, Ecuador’s governor to OPEC, said in
a Bloomberg Television interview in Doha before the start
of formal talks. “The general agreement is in place,” but
there were some disagreements on the wording, he
said.Once the meeting proper got underway, the haggling
continued. In the hotel’s gaudy gold-leafed ballroom,
ministers huddled round a PC taking it in turns to try and
ﬁnd the key sentence everyone could agree upon, according
a person inside the room, who asked to not identiﬁed
because the deliberations were conﬁdential.
No Deal
After hours of talks, the ministers couldn’t agree on a
text that would satisfy Al-Naimi and the meeting broke up
without a deal, hours before crude-oil futures started
trading in Asia.The deal’s demise will probably do little to
alter supply-demand fundamentals as producers
committed to a freeze including Russia and Iraq were
already producing at record levels. But it’s left a
coordinated response to the slump in ruins, and that will
send an important message to the market: it’s every
country for itself again.

Q: How have Industry Mergers and Acquisitions
Transformed the Rankings?
CMA CGM’s acquisition of APL is pending, and the
Cosco-China Shipping merger was completed in February.
Thus, each of these carriers are shown separately in the
2015 JOC Top 40 Container Carriers’ rankings. If those
deals had been completed during 2015, the combined CMA
CGM Group-APL would have ranked ﬁrst in U.S. trade.
Q: How Big is the Global Container Fleet and
Orderbook?
As of April 4, research analyst Alphaliner calculates
active total liner trade capacity at 20,577,509 TEUs aboard
6,118 ships, including 20,131,522 TEUs on 5,179 fully
cellular ships. Over the last 12 months, global ﬂeet capacity
surged 7.2 percent, with a net gain of 1,385,709 TEUs in
active liner capacity on 139 additional ships in the ﬂeet,
averaging about 10,000 TEUs per ship.The Top 10 ﬂeet
operators control 64.6 percent of the market, with
13,298,010 TEUs in capacity, 49 percent of which is
chartered. The Top 10 ﬂeet operators have 190 ships on
order totaling 2,392,825 TEUs, averaging about 12,600
TEUs per ship and representing 18 percent of their existing
combined ﬂeet capacity.Now the world’s fourth-largest
operator in terms of ﬂeet capacity, Cosco-China Shipping
was ofﬁcially combined in February and holds the largest
orderbook: 35 ships with 560,888 TEUs in capacity,
averaging about 16,000 TEUs per ship and equal to 36.8
percent of its existing ﬂeet. Ninth-ranked OOCL has the
largest average ship size on order: six ships totaling
126,600 TEUs in capacity, averaging 21,000 TEUs each
and equal to 22.2 percent of its current ﬂeet.

2015 a Tough year for Container Carriers in US
Trades
Source: Journal of Commerce
20th April 2016

Simply put, 2015 was a roller-coaster for ocean contain-
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Maritime Figures Convene To Discuss Cyber
Security Risks

approving their tie-up.European Commission spokesman
Ricardo Cardoso declined to comment. CMA CGM had no
immediate comment on the EU review. Its spokesman said
the intention is for NOL to join the Ocean Three group, a
four-way alliance unveiled on Wednesday. An NOL
spokeswoman declined to comment on the deal but said
that NOL unit APL will remain in the G6 Alliance until the
ﬁrst quarter of 2017.Ocean Three, whose members include
CMA CGM, China’s COSCO Container Lines, Evergreen
Line (2603.TW) and Orient Overseas Container Line
(0316.HK), will focus on Asia routes. It has more capacity
than the rival grouping of Maersk and MSC.

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
21st April 2016

Today (Wednesday) saw a number of prominent ﬁgures
from the maritime industry take part in the inaugural
Cyber Security Seminar at Singapore Maritime Week 2016;
an event co-organised by the Singapore Shipping
Association (SSA) and The Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore (MPA).Cyber Security is a concern which is only
increasing and as a topic at the forefront of many
businesses’ minds, it was a welcome addition to this year’s
programme.In the opening speech by Guest of Honour
Esben Poulsson, President of the Singapore Shipping
Association and Vice Chairman of the International
Chamber of Shipping, he addressed two trends which are
already signiﬁcant within the maritime industry – Big Data
and Cyber Security.He also expressed his concerns
regarding the readiness of companies to deal with the cyber
security threat: “Did you know that more than 90% of
corporate executives said they cannot read a cyber security
report and are not prepared to handle a major attack
according to a new survey.“We are susceptible if we are not
ready and I express concerns as I stand here today, because
I know not many of us are ready or well-informed of the
threats of cyber attacks which our companies’ assets are
vulnerable to.”The seminar saw a number of panel
discussions alongside inﬂuential speakers from across the
industry, including a keynote speech from Mr Teo Chin
Hock, Deputy Chief Executive, Cyber Security Agency
(CSA) outlining the concerns of cyber incidents leading to
disruption and highlighting the broad mitigating strategies.
Businesses were also advised to raise the proﬁle of cyber
security risks to boardroom level.

Wanted: Clarity on Box Weight Rule
Source: Drewry
26th April 2016

With only two months left before the rule on veriﬁed
gross weight enters into force in July, shippers and
forwarders still do not know how to comply.Better
information on compliance requirements and options is
starting to be communicated to shippers and non-vessel
operating common carriers, but there are still many
gaps.For example, none of the 20 NVOs met by Drewry
when we ran a global ocean freight tender for a US
multinational in April said that they were ready to comply
globally. According to shipment management software ﬁrm
Cargo Smart, only 10% of countries have published
national guidelines on how to comply with the new weight
regulation.Beneﬁcial cargo owners and NVOCCs believe
that the top two challenges to comply will be the extra
process to obtain the weight information and getting the
weight
information
‘veriﬁed’
Speaking
at
the
Containerisation International conference in London in
April, OOCL process expert Paul Deacon said that the Hong
Kong-based carrier has to identify whether all the ports and
terminals which it uses allow into the terminal a container
without a Veriﬁed Gross Mass (VGM) and whether they
provide a weighing service. “Some terminals in the Far East
have not yet declared what they will do,” he said.In
Drewry’s opinion, many of the stakeholders are not only
too late in communicating how shippers and NVOs can
meet their new obligation of declaring a Veriﬁed Gross
Mass, but there is a complete lack of standardisation and
coordination: Some terminals will accept containers
without a VGM whereas others will not;Different carriers
will have different VGM cut-off times; this can be different
from the container yard cut-off time.

EU Regulators to clear $2.4 Billion Container
Shipping Deal: Sources
Source: Reuters
23rd April 2016

Union’s competition regulators, on condition that NOL
pulls out from a rival shipping alliance, two people familiar
with the matter said on Thursday.CMA CGM, the world’s
third-biggest container shipping company, is looking to
strengthen its position against bigger rivals Maersk Line
(MAERSKb.CO) and Swiss-based Mediterranean Shipping
Co (MSC). CMA CGM’s plan to withdraw NOL from the G6
alliance, which competes with its own Ocean Three
alliance, was able to address European Commission
concerns, the people said.Shipping alliances, which involve
sharing vessels and routes to save costs, are seen as crucial
to helping the industry deal with a severe market
downturn.The concession is similar to that offered by
German container shipping company Hapag Lloyd
(HLAG.DE) and Chilean peer Compania Sud Americana de
Vapores (CSAV) two years ago in return for the EU

Poor Crew Training on Lifeboat Drills Leads To
Ship Detention
Source: UK Maib Safety Digest
27th April 2016

The UK MAIB has issued latest Safety Digest to draw
the attention to lessons learned from maritime accidents.
One case refers to vessel detention due to lack of crew’s
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safety knowledge and training to conduct an abandon ship
drill. The port lifeboat was used for the drill, with six crew
on board. It was lowered into the water and was
maneuvered away from the vessel before being returned for
retrieval. With some difﬁculty the boat’s crew managed to
reset the lifeboat’s hook release gear and attached the davit
wire suspension links to the hooks. Fall preventer devices
(FPD)1 were connected to the fore and aft hook assemblies
and the boat was recovered to deck level, where the crew
disembarked before it was hoisted into its davit. The crew
then began to secure the lifeboat in its davit. Two crewmen
entered the boat and a third, the bosun, was on deck below
the boat to position and secure the gripe wires. The bosun
had instructed the men in the boat not to release the FPDs
until the gripes were both connected. The aft gripe wire had
been secured and the forward gripe wire was still being
connected when a senior ofﬁcer, who had not previously
been involved in the task, instructed the crew in the boat to
release both fall preventer devices. The crew obeyed the
senior ofﬁcer and released the FPD shackles. When the
forward FPD was disconnected, the forward hook opened
and the davit suspension ring released. The forward end of
the boat then fell onto handrails on the deck below, striking
and injuring the bosun and damaging the lifeboat’s hull.
Emergency services were summoned to attend the injured
crewman, who was taken to hospital for observation.
Fortunately, he was found to have suffered only minor
injuries and was able to return to the vessel the following
day. The lifeboat was removed for repairs and additional
life rafts provided. The vessel was released from detention
after the crew had undertaken training in emergency
response situations.Following the accident, it was
established that statutory emergency drills, although
recorded, were found not to have been carried out. This led
to the crew’s poor knowledge of how to operate the lifeboat
release gear and other essential safety equipment on board
the vessel.

India have been at loggerheads over who has jurisdiction
over the case. Italy has sought international
arbitration.Rome maintains the immunity of both the
marines to prosecution since they were serving on a U.N.backed anti-piracy mission and the oil tanker they were
escorting was in international waters when it ﬁred on the
ﬁshermen.The Supreme Court last year suspended all legal
proceedings against the two Italian marines on the orders
of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea
(ITLOS). However, it keeps setting dates to be informed of
the status of the proceedings at the UN tribunal. The court
has set the next date of hearing for Sept. 20
Will Samsung merge Daewoo Shipbuilding?
Source:Hellenic Shipping News
18th April 2016

Speculation grows over a possible merger between the
country’s two major shipbuilders — Samsung Heavy
Industries and Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine
Engineering — as the government is pushing for
restructuring of the faltering shipbuilding industry, amid
concerns over falling shipbuilding orders.The sense of
crisis over idling shipyards is on the rise this year as the
number of shipbuilding orders won by the top three
shipbuilders in the ﬁrst three months of this year hit a
record low of nine cases.The scenario of a merger deal
between SHI and DSME was panned early this month in a
report by TradeWinds, a global shipbuilding industry news
source.The news report with the title of “Seoul in push to
merge SHI and DSME” came after a presentation by former
Strategy and Finance Minister Yoon Jeung-hyun on the
need for integration among major Korean shipbuilders to
stay aﬂoat of the industry.
NABU: Pollution from Ships cut Signiﬁcantly due
to SECA

Indian Court allows Italy Marine to delay Return
for Murder Trial

Source: World Maritime News
21st April 2016

Source: Reuters
28th April 2016

The air pollution in the North Sea and Baltic Sea has
declined considerably one year after the introduction of
stricter sulphur limits for marine fuel, according to the
study released by German NGO Nature and Biodiversity
Conservation Union (NABU).First time for Europe the
study shows the impacts of the stricter requirements on
fuel quality in Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECA) on
the environment and maritime industry.The maximum
allowed sulphur content of marine fuels in the Baltic Sea,
the North Sea and the English Channel had been lowered
by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) from
January 1st 2015 from 1.0 percent to 0.1 percent. The study
shows that after the introduction of the measure, the air
quality in coastal areas improved signiﬁcantly. The
tightened sulphur limits values in the North and Baltic Seas
also reduced socio-economic costs considerably.Although
the shipping industry had warned that stricter
requirements for marine diesel would increase costs and
thus shift trafﬁc to road, this was not the case, NABU
claims.“The study results demonstrate the very positive
overall socio-economic balance of the SECA. By using

India's Supreme Court on Tuesday allowed one of two
Italian marines facing murder charges over the deaths of
two Indian ﬁshermen to further delay his return for the
trial until the end of September. The court had earlier
allowed Massimiliano Latorre to stay in Italy until April 30
following heart surgery.In 2012, India arrested Latorre and
Salvatore Girone who were escorting an oil tanker on
suspicion of shooting dead two ﬁshermen they mistook for
pirates. They were not charged but were barred from
leaving India. Latorre was allowed to return home last year
for medical treatment but Girone has been conﬁned to New
Delhi, where he lives at the Italian ambassador's residence
and reports regularly to police Soli Sorabjee, one of the
lawyers appearing for Latorre before the Supreme Court,
argued for delaying his client's return, citing the
suspension of the trial on the orders of a UN
tribunal."Everything has been stayed in India," Sorabjee
said. "What is the point of coming here ?"The Indian
government's lawyer did not contest his plea. Italy and
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better fuels, sulphur dioxide concentrations have been
lowered by 50 percent or more. Correspondingly the costs
for health impacts and environmental damage lead to lower
costs paid by society. The SECA is a European success
story, which sends a clear signal, to globally reinforce the
standards,”NABU CEO Leif Millerpoints out.With regard to
the planned reduction in the global sulfur limit of marine
fuel from the current maximum of 3.5 percent to 0.5
percent in 2020, NABU says it can already state that the
economic beneﬁts will clearly exceed any additional costs
due to higher quality fuels.The study also ﬁnds that socio
economic costs are lowered by between 4.4 to 8 billion
EUR per year.In addition, RoRo ferries and short sea
shipping which were assumed to be the most affected
businesses as they operate almost exclusively in the SECA
zone have not faced negative impacts due to the tightened
sulphur standards according to statements from the
industry itself. Some shipping companies even reported a
ﬁnancial record year for the year 2015 and established new
services.When it comes to control and enforcement EMSA
data reported that 3 – 9% of the checked ships did not meet
legal requirements. Experts indicate that the rate of noncompliance on open seas might be signiﬁcantly higher, but
the limited available data does not allow to draw
conclusions on this aspect.

which includes the methodology used to deﬁne the
contribution, the reference years, the long-term objective
and the intermediary steps, all according to a clear
timetable.”
IMO takes further Action on Climate Change:
Organization Agrees Mandatory System for
Collecting Ships’ fuel Consumption Data
Source: IMO
25th April 2016

The Marine Environment Protection Committee
(MEPC) of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
has approved mandatory requirements for ships to record
and report their fuel consumption, in a move that sends a
clear and positive signal about the Organization’s
continuing commitment to climate change mitigation.
The mandatory data collection system is intended to be the
ﬁrst in a three-step process in which analysis of the data
collected would provide the basis for an objective,
transparent and inclusive policy debate in the MEPC. This
would allow a decision to be made on whether any further
measures are needed to enhance energy efﬁciency and
address greenhouse gas emissions from international
shipping. If so, proposed policy options would then be
considered.Under the system, ships of 5,000 gross tonnage
and above will be required to collect consumption data for
each type of fuel they use, as well as other, additional,
speciﬁed data including proxies for transport work. The
aggregated data will be reported to the ﬂag State after the
end of each calendar year and the ﬂag State, having
determined that the data has been reported in accordance
with the requirements, will issue a Statement of
Compliance to the ship. Flag States will be required to
subsequently transfer this data to the IMO Ship Fuel
Consumption Database.IMO would be required to produce
an annual report to the MEPC, summarizing the data
collected. Data would be anonymized so individual ship
data would not be recognized.
The draft mandatory data collection requirements will
be put forward for adoption at the 70th MEPC session in
October this year and could enter into force in 2018.

European Shipowners are Pleased: IMO Continues
its Course On CO2 Reduction of Shipping
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
23rd April 2016

European shipowners welcome the signiﬁcant progress
made this week at the 69th session of the IMO Marine
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC). The basic
features of a global CO2 data collection system have been
agreed upon and further work on CO2 reduction
commitments from shipping has been outlined.“It is very
positive that IMO Member States have been able to agree
on these steps in the wake of the Paris agreement on
climate change”, said ECSA Secretary General Patrick
Verhoeven, “It conﬁrms the unique leadership of IMO to
tackle the growth of greenhouse gas emissions from our
industry. We are especially pleased that under the global
data collection system reporting of CO2 emissions will be
mandatory.”The next MEPC meeting in October will
formalise the amendment to the MARPOL Convention that
will incorporate the data collection system and make it
applicable to all ships over 5,000 GT. The next meeting will
also continue work on the CO2 reduction commitments of
shipping. ECSA particularly supports the proposal of its
international partner ICS (International Chamber of
Shipping) to develop an ‘Intended IMO Determined
Contribution’ for CO2 reduction on behalf of the sector.
This would mirror the commitments or Intended National
Determined Contributions (INDCs) which governments
have made for their national economies, but from which
international transport is currently excluded.
“An Intended IMO Determined Contribution would
make IMO Member States and the shipping industry
answerable to the international community, in the same
way that governments are committed to INDCs”, said
Patrick Verhoeven, “A work plan must now be elaborated,

MISCELLANEOUS

Source: World Maritime News
25th April 2016

The UK is the world’s leading maritime business
services hub as the country’s companies offering marine
insurance, shipbroking, legal services and education
contribute GBP 4.4 billion (USD 6.3 billion) to the
economy and employ over 10,000 people, UK maritime
trade promotion body Maritime London cited a research
published by the City of London Corporation.According to
the research, an estimated 80-85 percent of its business
comes from outside the UK. In addition, the report
recommended that greater support from government is
required to encourage young people to consider a career in
this area, while companies should invest more in their
people and training.
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UK is World’s Top Maritime Business Hub, Report
Shows

